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Clasalfleda
1.

PERSONALS

fREE. BOULDER WEEKEND: Tow my VW Van
· from Truth or Consequences to Boulder arld 1 will
pay your· round-trip e'lpenscs and provide you with
housing, meals 1 and hospitality. Call (303) 494-5360

collect,

04/13

CONTACTS?1?

POLISHING

Casey Optical Company, 255-8736

N

&

SOLUTIONS,

tfn

ACGURA l'E INfORMATION ABOUT con·
u:aceptlon, sterilization, abortion, Right to Choose,
294-0f71.
04(28
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON?1?1 NaiUral Sound
Records and Tapes storewide sale is now in its third

month--the longest sale in the history of New Mexico,
All6.98list LP's are 3.99, aU7,981ist LP's are4.89.
Higher list LP's and all" tapes, 1.00 off regular price,
Natural Sound has a large stock of used records and
tapes which are guaranteed against defects, priced at
1,99 up. Bring down your un.wantcd records and
tapes and traPe for cash or new music. Natural Sound
Records & Tapes, 119 Harvard SE, (across ffom
Hippo lee CJeam), and 8019-A Menaul NE.
04/14
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickets
tfn
now available, SUB Bo~ Office, '$2.50.
1ST ANNUAL EVERYTHING mt:~st go spring sale-all pipes, tobacco's, paraphernalia, imported
cigarettes, celestial teas, rainbows, incense
everything up to 40, per cent off at Pipe &-Tobacc~
Road, 107B Cornell SE, across from UNM, M-F
8:30-6:00, Sat. 10-5, (Expecting a tax refund? One
dollar puts any pipe on layaway!)
04/10
HAIR-AUDITIONS-SUNDAY 4/9 12:00-7:00 pm
and Monday 4/10 6:30-10:00 pm, 142 E. DeVargas,
Santa Fe. Come and/or call983-6644 HAIR. 04/10
GAYS/LESBIANS: WEAR blue-jeans on April 14
and demonstrate gay pride. Call 268-9240 for information.
04/14
CHAPARRAL TRY-OUTS BEGIN Monday, April
lOth thru April 15th, Meet in Johnson Oymat 4:30 by
trophy case.
04/11
STEVE MYER, MARIO ORTIZ-Vote the veterans
04/12
for ASUNM senate.
FOUR MORE JSSUES Gallagher, and kiss my royal
04/10
Irish!
'
GALLAGHER: LAME DUCK editors never die
they get jumped to page six.
04/I

of the Ballroom Club, $1,50 for members. $3.00 for
non~members. In the UNM Main Ballroom. There ·
will be door prizs_and refreshments_ .served.
04/14

UNM BOOKSTORE SALB now in progress.

2.

M.S. & S.C.: He'll eat nutritious, high protein and
swallow raw cggst R.C.
04/10
MARY SCHWERING-LET'S forget aboulsummer
school and fly to England. Shall we meet at Piccadilly
Circus or would you prefer Soho1 Freddie Laker, Jr.
04/14
SAVE M<;J.NEYJ 10 speed tune-up: $9.50 plus parts.
Personal service, expert repairs, low prices. Tire and
tube sale in progress thru 22 April. Richmond Bicycle
Supply, 102 Richmond NE, 266·1611. Kevin. 04/14
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS Segovia method.
Beginners welcome, Near UNM. 26~9291.
04/14
?QUI EN SABE QUE cs cl TCH? Pd for by Chris.
04/10
IT'S H. HOPPER for your dancing pleasure 'at
Ned's, dance jtil2 am this week.
04/10
THE UNM BALLROOM Dance Club is sponsoring a
Spring Formal Aprlll4, 1978··8~ll pm~ Featuring the
music of the Four Ke)'S and exhibitions by members,

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps. Ortega 233,
277-5907.
ss
FOUND: LEVI JAGKET, n~ar Art Dept. Office.
04/12
Identify and claim in Art Dept. Rm. 204.
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR IN UNM Kiva
chusroom, two weeks ago, Identify. 277-4034. · 04/I2
REWARD!! SMALL, BLACK. pregnant (7) Terrier; .
lost from Zimmerman during Spring break, 281-5817.
04/12
fOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. Identify. Kim,
880-1258.
04/10

3.

SERVICES

LSAT-MCAT REVIEW -COURSES, Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200.
tin
QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editOrial system. Technical, general, legal, medical.
04/29
scholastic.' Charts & tables. 345-2125.
)(INKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minute Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7?87,
tin
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT, Group rates
available. Call Tim, 268-6510.
04/28
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265-1164.
04/10
TYPING- CALL 266-0142,
04/14
NEED HELP WITH Papers? Typing, editing,
revision, research. 281-3001.
04/10
ACCURATE TYPING BY professional, 242-2266.
04/21
TYPI,NG EXPERIENCED, MANUSCRIPTS,
appraisals, bulletins, engineering, legal, medical. can
266-4770.
04/14

i 4.

GET OFF YOUR ASS and vote-COALITION.04/10
EXPERIENCE COUNTS--VOTE for Mimi
Swanson o\.SUNM president Aprill2. p/b reg. 04/10
MAKE 1 .. SENATE responsible lo the students!
Vote NO en ALL ASUNM Qudgel allocations! 04/12
FREE PUPPY. 9 week old female shepherd cross-call247-2034or243-7123.
04/11
HYPERBARIC CHAMBER TOURJI Scuba Club
members if you plan on going, place name in message
envelope, Scuba Office before 4/14/78,
04/12
HATS! HATS! HATS! Make your own and get a
prize at La Posada's Mad Hatter's Contest, Aprlll2,
at 6 pm in dining hall. For information, call Mrs.
Compton at277·5415.
04/11
STUDY IN ECUADOR, UNM's Andean Center
application deadline April 17. Contact Ortega 229:
277-2636.
04/14
FREE TO GOOD HOME: neutered male cat, 1 yr.
04/10
Beautiful coat. Call Jane, 277-6346 B·S pm.

04/14

HOUSING

fURNISHED EFFICIENCY, UTILITIES paid. 1710
Coal Pl. SE. Call898-1254.
04/10
ROOMY l·BDRM FURNISHED apartment, utilities
paid. 116 Harvard SE. Caii898-12S4.
04/10

FOR SALE OR RENT immediate occupancy, 1974
14 X 65 Town and Country mobile borne. 2 bedroom,
I J/4 baths, fully carpeted. 898·7171,
04/13
fEMALE, NON-SMOKER, WANTED to share 2·
bdrm, 2-bath, N, Valley home with sunroom, den,
f.p. Sl40. 344-6207.
04/14
SUMMER TERM: CANTERBURY Co-op, small coed residence, single room, kitchen privileges, near
campus, $200.00.
04/14
AVAILABLE APRIL 15th, furnished one bedroom
duplex apartment wilh fireplace; block from campus·
Sl60 with deposit. 293-5602.
04/14
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? We do the cooking &
cleaning, you do the studying. 303 AshNE, 243-2881.
04/10
STUDENTS: GOING HOME for the summer? Want
to )(ccp your house? I need one from late May to late
Augu5t. 877·0277,
04/14
ROOMMATE WANTED. SlOB per montlj. Call
Bruce at 298-7S66 or 294-4363 for Info.
04/18
BIKE TO CLASS. Fully carpeted 2-bdrm. Kids, pets,
04/14
$115. Cali262·17Sl. Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
BUY WITH RENT 4-bdrm house. Fenced, kids, pets,
SJ50. Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, S30 fee.
04/14
3-BLKS TO UNM, Finally furnished l·bdrm. S2S
utllt~les paid. Call262-175l, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
04/14

5.

YAMAHA CR-1000, Bose 901 series Ill speakers plus
equalizer, and AKAl 6300 10 _inch r~el to reel tape
dec~ for just $1000, Contact Brian at 265-8478 and
leave message.
tfn
10 SPEED ''ASTRA'' Bicycle 1\.1: years old-~
excellent condition-·plus extras, $65. Call Earl 268·
9949.
04/10
1%7 PLYMOUTH, GOOD WORKING condition,
4-door, very reasonable. 6614 Central SE.
04/IO
UNCLAIMED LA.Y·A-WAY. TaPpan microwave
oven, brand new browning element, adjustable
shelves. Very small monthly payments. 266-5872,
04/10
SPECIAL 3 DAYS ONLY. Sewing machine and
vacuum cleaner, clean oil and adjust, $3~5. 2665871.
04/10
SINGER SEWING M'ACHINE. Equipped to buttonhole, monogram, darn, fancy patterns. Pay
$19.00 and take machine. 268-4393.
04/10
NEW SANSUI RECEIVER system. Will sacrifice
equity. Turntable, 2 King Kong speakers, cassette,
only I system. Assume small monthly payments, 2665871.
04/10
SONY TRINJTRON COLOR~ Big screen, tint
controls, new factory warranrr. take over small
monthly payments till balance is paid orr. 266-5872.
04/10
UNBELIEVABLE 10 YEAR GUARANTEE. Color
tele~ision, unclaimed lay-a-way, automatic, fine
tumng, No d~wn payment, small monthly payments.
266-4393.
04/10
OLD PIANO--HAMILTON, $200. 268-8303, 2680754.
04/11
'72 VEGA SEDAN. Excellent condition. Economical
4-speed. $800. Must sell. Ca\1881·2670 after 5 pm.
04/11
'72 DA!~UN- FASTBACK. Top condition, New
tires, battery, clutch. $1250 or ben offer, Must sell,
Call881·6852 after 5 pm.
.., 04/1 I'
'72 PLYMOUTH $750,266-9882.
04/11
1962 PONTIAC STARCHIEF--clean, dependable
transPortation--242~9566,
04/14
1973 VW BUG. Excellent mechanical condilion.
Metallic blue. 294-4576.
04/14
·1964 VOLKSWAGON. Good transportation. $400,
277-4795.
04/14
RED KIRBY~-ONLY $59 with commercial heavy
duty motor. $5 per month, no interest, new warranty.
268-4394.
04/10
1968 CAMARO RALLYSPORT. Great condition.
883-4430.
04/10
HANG GLIDER, CIRRUS 3, 140 bag, applied
leadmg edge~, mverted struts, excellent condilion.
836-0134 after 5:30 or weekends.
04/12
72 TOYOTA 4-DOOR WAGON, 4-cyl, 4 speed,
overhauled, economical, dependable, nice car. SI775.
345-5138.
04/10
PIONEER CS 99A SPEAKERS, like new. $220/pr.
255-22?4, 294-3416.
04/13

6.

13,14; Ca,U Urban Observatory 277·5638 for appointment.
04/ll
ALL INDIAN PUEBLO Council Inc,: DIRECTOR··
pUR CHARTERS MAKE cents. Intercontinental
group home. MA Guidance & Counseling, experience
Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE. 265-9860,
04/I4
in programmatic planning, supervision, implementation, leadership and coordination..
BRITRAIL PASSES, EURAIL passes, and
STUDENT ADVISOR--two positions. One full·time,
European summer event schedules available at
one part-time. Third year college students or com·
InteJcontinental Travel Cen~re, 107 Girard SE, 255parable experience. HOUSEPARENTS-·One married
6830,
04/14
couple and relief houseparent part-time. BA in Social
Scien,e or comparable experience. FOR ALL THESE
POSITIONS, experience in effective interpersonal ,
relationships preferably with Natvie Amer.ican Youth SINGER FUTURA TOP of the Line, Slightly used
is desirable. Send resume to Personnel Dept., All but still under warranty. Push button bobbin" winder
Indian Pueblo Council Inc., lOIS Indian School Rd, blind hems, l1as hundreds of fancy stitches. Regular!~
NW, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87197, Deadline, $800, now $150 cash. 296-lll5.
04/10
Aprill4.
04/11
CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
SUMMER EMPLOYM!lNT. CIMARRONCITA Wedding rings, jewelry for all occa~ions, 344-6470
Boys Camp interviewing for counselors, Postions after6 pm, Gary Abeyta,
04/24
available to men with experience in Arts & Crafts, or
SOLAR
POWER
PRODUCTS
for
home
or
business,
N.R.A. Riflery. For further -information, call Bill
3:30 to 5:30, 266-4137.
04/10 Call Mark at ALPHA Systems, 25~-3)67, TODAY.
04/20

EMPLOYMENT

3.

MISCELLANEOUS

TO DAY'S. CBDSSWDRD PUZZLE
ACROSS 50 Support
1 Narrow land 51 Thaws
point
54 Oration
5 Gender:
58 Very inAbbr.
teresting
9 Looks over 62 Emboss
hastily
63 Want
14 Pram
greatly
pusher
64 In the dis15 Greek gulf
tant past: 2
16 John-----:
words
Explorer
66 Legends
17 Not called
67 Historic
for
times
19 Boston Gar- 68 Stratum
de_ns
69 Organ
20 Cuts down
70 --- · prece21 Be overly
dent
blasphemous: 71 Muffs
3 words
DOWN
23 Armadas
25 ---·-and
Drang:
1 Tobacco
Literature
product
style
2 Inset
26 Second3 Colored
year stude
linen tape:
28 Shish ---·-·:
Var.
Var.
4 Highest
32 Jet aircraft
5 French
creations
month
37 Hold back:
6 Equips with
2 words
weapons
38 Gold: Sp.
7 Frets: Infor39 Stage promal
duction
8 Kingston or
41 Humorist
West Point
George--student
42 Class
9 Badly
45 " ... a---marked
----· out of a 10 Spanish
sow's ear"
oath
48 Garment
11 Seth's
part
brother

UNITED. Feature Syndicate
Friday's Puzzle Solved:

Fine quality spring and
summer
clothing-sporty
panls suib. chic dresso:.
Frmch jeam, scperales and
much more.

12 Taboo joke:
Informal
13 Office copy:
Informal
18 Early fur
merchant
22 Diving bird
24 Sprit
27 Goes
quickly
29Persian
poet
30 Sprouts
31 Graf ----:
Ger. admiral
32 Teeth
33 City on the
Oka
34 Nobody
35 56: Roman
36 Act moodily
40 Manages
somehow
43 Extractor

~

--- c--zaiZ Cent. SE 268-85_15

44 High mounlain
46 Gazes.
47 Elevate
49 Jujube
52 Glazed
Items
53 Breathe
vibrantly
55 Excavator
56 Movie
award
57 Margosa
trees
58 Hormone
medicine
59 Slope: Scot.
60 Spanish
parlor
61 Winged insect
65 Gen. Serv.
Admin.

Marc Gordon-ASUNM senatorial candidate
Marc Gordon, 19, is a part-time
student who said he would like to
find out the opinions of the student
body by using space in the LOBO
for questions.
"I'd like to get surveys in the
LOBO about how the stuct'ents feel
about major issues. I feel most
people are apathetic about student
government," he said.
Gordon said he feels the Lobby
Committee could be revamped to

include a summer lobby to get more
funds for UNM.
''The committee is badly handled
now. I'd approach the students
first," he said.
·
Gordon said that he would try to
form a lobby of about a hundred
people to show the House and
Senate Finance Committees that
there is student strength.
He said that he supports NMPIRG but has reservations on their

~

-

budget. "I don't think they should
be funded by the students,"
Gordon said.
He said the NMPIRG should get
its funding from the state.
On the ASUNM Senate budget,
Gordon said, "I don't think they
did very well on their allocations.
They · really cut out the Culture
Committee."
On the part-time students activity
fee. he said, "J think they shoul-d
pay a fee because they use the same
things paid for by ASUNM."
A sophomore majoring in
political scien~:e, he said he has had
high school experience in student
government.
"I think I would represent the
majority of the students, since the
majority
of
students
are
apathetic," Gordon said.

Jeff Piper

~
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Classified Advertising Rates
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David Epstein
David Epstein is a 24-year-old
senior running for senator under
the Student Alliance Party. Epstein
is a major in elementary education
and attended high school in
Chicago and classes at the
University of Illinois.
While at the University of Nev•
Mexico, he is currently serving as
chairman of the Cultural Committee and also serves as President
of the Jewish Student Union. He
also puts in time working at
Zimmerman Library.
Epstein said his major concern
was the priorites of funding groups
in ASUNM. He said the senate
should "realign the priorites of
organizations.''
The candidate said that students
shouldn't be the only funding
source for NMPIRG, because the
organization serves the state. He
said that students are getting little
benefit from it.
Epstein supported the part-time
student fee saying that since these
students take advantage of
ASUNM services they should pay
on a percentage scale.
Epstein said ASUNM should

Marron Hall, Room 105
·Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of·New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

Senatorial candidate Jeff Piper
said he would rely heavily on
lobbying efforts to benefit the most
students if elected to the ASUNM
Senate.
Piper said he spent a good deal of
time in Santa Fe during the most
recent legislative session working
on issues that affected UNM
students. "I'll try to push bills and
legislation that benefit all
students," Piper said.
The 20-year-old sophomore said
he would work for more evening
and late-afternoon classes for parttime students and would ask for a
$1 per hour fee for part-timers.
Piper, a graduate of Eldorado
High School, said he is in favor of
manadatory impeachment
proceedings for senators who miss
more than three meetings in a
semester.
In addition to intensifying lobby
efforts in Santa Fe, Piper said he
would like to see the Lobby
Committee intervene on the
students' behalf with the faculty
senate. "Too many times there is
legislation passed by the faculty
that affects the students and the
students don't have any input,"
Piper said.
A member of Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity, Piper said the Lobby

Using a plan for a committee to
determine student needs and
assessment of those needs, Kathy
Keller, a candidate for ASUNM
Senate, said she will fill the gap
between the students in general and
the senate.
"I would like to try to get more
unity on the student senate. We
need better attendance and less
fighting.':
Keller ~lso said she would like to
see more efficiency in the senate.
Keller a twenty-year-old junior,
said there should be a part-time
student fee because "part-time
students are affiliated with UNM
and a part-time fee might help parttime students do more things with
Jeff Piper· Student Alliance
University."
the
Committee "is respected by the
In
reference to PIRG, Keller, a
City Council." He sald that respect
could be used to get some share of communicative disorders and
the parking ticket fines which are psychology major said, it "needs to
collected from cars ticketed on be reevaluated and reorganized."
Keller, who is running on the
campus. At present, the city
receives the revenues from those student Alliance ticket, said PIRG
tickets but UNM pays the salaries should be alloted funds dependent
upon their services and how they
of the meter maids.
Piper said the New Mexico are operating.
Keller said she would lobby to get
Public Interest Research Group
more
faculty to teach late afternoon
"has a lot of potential but just
•
doesn't serve the students." He and night classes.
Keller
said
she
wanted
to
"get
a
said NMP!RG's funding is "kind
of extreme.''

Bobby
Halton

David C. Epstein
·Student Alliance
direct their lobby efforts towards
university funding, traffic safety
and keeping the tuition down.
Talking about the relationship
between the senate and the
president, Epstein said there should
be a compromise on both sides and
the president should be represented
at all the meetings.

Bobby Halton ·Independent

Bobby Halton, 22, an ASUNM
senatorial candidate, said that he
would like to see a standing
committee started to handle both
homecoming and fiesta events.
He said that if the standing
committees were started, "there
wouldn't be the confusion and lack
of experience that usually follows
fiesta and homecoming."
Halton said he would try to
influence the University into
building a concert arena that would
hold approximately 15,000 people
He said that because of the
expansion of Johnson Gym, there
will be a third less rock and roll
shows there. In addition, Popejoy
Hall is not available for these
shows, he said, so there is a need
for a separate concert arena.
"That way, we wouldn't have to
worry about scheduling," Halton
said.
On the issue of NMPIRG, he said
that the organization puts out
valuable information. "They
should submit a budget. There
should be a valuatory system set
up."
As a senate advisor to the
Popular Entertainment Cor"lmittee,
he said, "It's really going to be a
Kathy Keller·
different situation with Wyatt
Moore (chairman of PEC) and
Student Alliance
Tom Hogg (assistant dean of
general type interest going" in the students) leaving."
senate.
Halton said part-time students
Keller, a graduate of Sandia High must be allowed to vote on a
School, said she is a member of St. referendum for fee.
John's Cathedral, Head Start and
"It's a viable alternative for
Chi Omega sorority.
raising money," he said.

Kathy Keller

2923 San Ma1eo 8)\ld. N.E. 883~1276
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the constitutiOn would clarify the term Moody said.
"officer" and would make it illegal for any
The Student Affairs Committee would be
ASUNM senator to serve as an officer of any
ASUNM-funded organization.
replaced by the International Affairs
Moody sald this amendment is important Committee which is the subject of the sixth
because the constitution in unclear in its amendment. The amendments states that the
definition of an officer.
committee will set policy for the Inter"There was almost· a court case on this,
national Center and "all programs aimed at
but with the amendment, once you are a effectuating social, cultural and intellectual
senator that's about all you can do," he said.
exhanges between the UNM academic
community and its foreign students."
In Art1cle 1Y, Section 3-B-6 the term
"president" will be changed to "president of
Moody said the committee is listed in the
the university" if the amendment is passed. faculty directory as a joint student-faculty
Moody said the mistake was typographical in committee and it should be listed in the
the original document.
ASUNM constitution.
The fifth amendment deletes Article III,
Students will be asked to vote yes or no on
Section 6 sub-section E that deals with the the amendments in tomorrow's election.
The amendments require a two-thirds
Student Affairs Committee. The committee
majority
for passage.
has not been in existence for sometime,

Tuesday,April11, 1978

\ 4." same day
NoMinirnum .

In addition to choosing a president, vice
president, 12 senators from a field of 27
candidates al)d 29 bw;lget items, students
voting in tomorrow's elections must also vote
on six consti tutiona1 amendments ..
; Wade Moody, ASUNM attorney general,
said the amendments are basically points of
clarification.
"What we're trying to do is clear up the
constitution and maybe alleviate some
problems that might arise," he sal d.
Senator Phil Hernandez, who sponsored
all the amendments in the senate, said,
"There is nothing profound about (the
amendments).
"All the amendments do is clear up
various holes in the constitution. No
document is· ever perfect when it is first

written, iust like the U.S. Constitution and
there are 26 amendments to that," he said.
Two of the amendments deal with the
ASUNM election procedures and the makeup of the elections commission. The first
amendment includes two additions to Article
V,II, Section 4: special elections to fill senate
vacancies shall not be held between the sixth
week for the semester and the general
election and no elections shall be held on
weekends, vacation days or the summer
session.
As to the make-up of the elections commissiOn, an amendment to Article VII,
Section 3B will remove the president and vice
president from the commission. If the
amendment is approved, the com.fission
would be composed of four students appointed by the president and one senator who
is not a candidate in the election.
An amendment to Article I, Section 1 of..

DAILY

·COPIES
Overnight
3 1/2cea ·

Discount Prices!

By D. M. t'L YNN
LOBO News Editor

N.ew Mexico

LIVE-IN AIDE for young han.dicap women. Female
preferred. Call after 5:30 pm. Basically evening and
weekend work. Must drive. Call821-7135.
04/11
OVERSEAS JOBS--SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,
S. America, Ausualia, Asia, etc, All fields, SSOO~
SJ200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
information--Write: BHP Co., Box 4490. Dept. NB.
Bcrkely, Ca. 94704.
04/28
EARN $50 A DAY making deliveries. Must have car,
must be outgoing, Call Micah at883-8182.
04/10
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER. OPINION surveys,
part time; no e:otperience necessary, Will train;
students/non-students: interviews to be held April

at

Ballot Amendments

7.· TRAVEL

PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories
JJ Moped, 3222 Centrai~E, 268-3949.
04!14
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C~90 blank
casseHes! UD: $3,25, UDXL: $4, Minimum 6
Firefly, 256-1495.
04/17

European Fashions

1rench Connecfion.lnc.

FORSALE

II

I
I

- Senators
.

Approve
Emergency
Farm Aid

WASHINGTON- The Senate Monday approved a
multi-billion dollar emergency farm aid bill, but the
49-41 vote fell well short of the two-third margin it
would need to override a promised presidential veto.
The bill now goes to the House where a vote is
expected Wednesday.
Administration critics of the measure have run up
against stiff counter-lobbying efforts from farm b~oc
supporters, including those involved in the farm stnke
movement.
Both backers and opponents have predicted a close
House vote in the wake of a direct appeal from
President Carter that the legislation be defeated.
Carter has flatly promised he will veto the bill if it is
passed because it is inflationary.

To override a veto, 67 senators - if all 100 were
present and voting - would have to vote against the
president.

!
,I

,I

!I

Chairman Herman Talmadge, D-Ga., of the Senate
Agriculture Committee urged passage of the bill
because, despite controversy over its terms, it "is the
only feasible legisl~tive means that is now available ...
to help farmers" suffering from low prices for their
produce.

II

~

· Sen. Edmund Muskie, D-Maine, a l~ading opponent, said it would raise food prices for the average
family of four $100-a-year, boost government
spending by more than $5 billion and injure livestock
producers by raising their feed costs.

World News
New ]IJ.exico
DAILY LOBO
No.131

Vol. 82
'381401

The New MexlctJ Daily Lobo Is published
Monday through Friday every regular week of
the University year and week1y during the summer sc.5slon by the Board of Student
Publications of the University of New MeJtico,

Bracht's BOdy 'Found in Garbage
ANTWERP, Belgium The
body of millionaire Baron Charles
Bracht, abducted from his car five
weeks ago, was found in a garbage
dump Monday. Officials said an

and is not financially associated with UNM.
Second elm~ postage paid at Albuquerque, New
.Mexico 87131. Subscription rate is $10.00 for
the acndem ic yenr.
The opinions expressed on the editorial pages
of lhe Dally Lebo nre those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion Is that of the editorial board
of The Daily Lobo. Nothing printed in the
Daily Lebo necessarily represents the vlews of
the Unh·ersity of New Mexico,

autopsy showed he died of injuries
received during the kidnapping.
Even though the 63-year-old
businessman had been dead for
weeks, his kidnappers had
bargained with the family for a
ransom - unconfirmed reports put
· the figure as high as $2.2 million.
Bracht's body was found early
Monday morning in a garbage
dump in a wooded, swampy area
near Antwerp after the family got
an anonymous tip from a caller believed to be the same person who
had acted as go-between with the
kidnappers.

The caller directed the family to a
, bridge over a highway near
Oelegem, eight miles east of
Antwerp.
~'There you will find a sketch
with indications which should
enable you to find the baron's
body," the caller said.
With the help of local residents,
police searched in the eerie glare of
spotlights throughout the night
until they found the body concealed
under garbage.
"The autopsy came to the
conclusion the baron died a violent
death," State Prosecutor Julian

Van Hoeylandt told a news conTerence later.
. ·
He did not disclose the cause of
death but said it could be assumed
the baron died as ·a direct result of
the kidnapping.
Bloodstains were found near
Bracht's abandoned automobile
after he was abducted while on his
way to work March 7.
"It seems obvious he was kidnapped
for
money, "Van
Hoeylandt said. However, he did
not entirely rule out a political
motive.
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The Lowest Prices
Now Available: Baskets From Mexico
On Sale: Asparagus 8c Bird's Nest Ferns
False Aralias
2268-C Wyoming Mall 45014th N.W.
(505) 294-3072
10"/o Discount to UNM Students wHh ID
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Baby Born After Twin Aborted
STOCKHOLM, Sweden - Two
doctors reported Monday they had
delivered a normal baby girl after
aborting her fraternal twin in an
extremely rare operation.
Dr. Anders Aberg said in a
telephone interview he and Dr.
Felix Mitelman of University
Hospital in the southern city of
Lund last fall aborted the twin fetus
after tests of the amniotic fluid

the
Curious
Coalition
The majority party in the ASUNM Senate pro-

showed it suffered from a disease
that would have left it mentally
retarded.
Its normally developed twin was
born in January and is healthy, Dr,
Aberg said.
He said as far as he knew, it was
the first such operation of this kind.
"A chromosome test in the 17th
week shoed that one of the two
fetuses suffered from 'Hurles
Syndrome', a disease that leaves the
baby retarded at birth and kills it
before the age of 10,.'' Dr. Aberg
said.
"The ultra-sound scanner, used

mised these to the voters in November, 1977

A Senate Newsletter
A "tracer" on tuiton funds
"priority" budgeting procedures *
Where are they? This Senate hasn't initiated the":l·)nstead:
R.J. Laino (Coalition)
Pat Toohey (Coal~t~on)
David McGrane (Coalition)
John Kelso (Coa/Jt~on)
Stephanie LeMay (Coalition) Millie Arviso (Coaflton)
Mark Seidman (Coalition)
Ann Dunphy (Pro Tern)
Joe Gorman (Coalition)
Have sat as the controlling party in the Senate which has:
• Made massive budget cuts in these student-serving
groups:**

LIVE & IN CONCERT
Friday.Ap-il H, J97S
7:30PM
Am House FREE
191J Sunshine Terrace
BLENDING LIFE, LOVE & NEED

INTO A DYNAMlC PERFORMANCE!

to survey the growth of a fetus
during pregnancy, enabled us to
determine which fetus was suffering
from 'Hurles Syndrome'."
The ultra-sound scanner shows
the outline and position of the
fetus.
Fraternal twins lie in individual
gestational sacks, which made it
possible to positively.identify which
fetus was afflicted with the syndrome.
"In the 24th week we performed
the operation, again relying on the
ultra-sound scanner for surveillance," Dr. Aberg said.
He said the sick Fetus's heart was
stopped, but the fetus was not
removed.
In the remaining months of
pregnancy, the aborted fetus grew
smaller and had almost vanished
when the baby was born.
Dr. Aberg said that although the
operation was a triumph of medical
engineering, it could not be widely
used.

UNm
Booksto

Cultural Committee, serving nearly 15,000 students, cut from $25,900
to 4,000.
Speakers Committee, serving 4,500 students, cut from $15,610 to
$12,710
Residents Hall Student Association (RHSA) serving 1300 students,
cut from $3,500 to 2,500
The New Mexico Daily Lobo, serving 12,500 students daily cut from
$40,000 to $30,000
The ASUNM-GSA Poetry Series, serving nearly 1,200 students cut to
$649

• Held the worst-organized and behind-schedule senate
budget hearings ever
.
• Displayed alarmingly poor attendance (the above .nme
senators have missed a total of 35 Senate and Comm1ttee
meetings)
Can the Student Body afford additional senators from this
new political dynasty? Many concerned students think not.
• Lobo, Nov. 11 1977
• • senate Records, avallabla at ASUNM Offices

Pd. for by the ASUNM Senate Gallery

& the Office of the University Infiltrator

Bettering the academic lot of the
student-.athlete is one of the
priorities of ASUNM senate
candidate Phil Abney.
Abney, who completed his first
season in a Lobo basketball
uniform, said he would direct some
of his attention to the athletic
department if he was elected. "We
need better tutorial assistance for
athletes," Abney said. "There is
only one academic adviser at
present and there should be more."
Abney, a 20-year-old junior from
Atlanta, Ga., admitted he does not
know the entire workings of the
senate, but said, "Between now and
next semester I'll learn it."
On the issues, Abney said he
favors a fee for part-time students,
"but they shouldn't pay as much as
a full-time student."
Abney said, i 'My general attitude
toward New Mexico PIRG is
negative. I think they need to be
looked into a lot more. Two dollars
is a lot of money."
Abney said he knew his status as
a basketball player might subject
him to a. stereotype as an athlete
and not a student, but "that
wouldn't influence me. It would
inspire me. I accept a challenge."
Abney said there was too much
conflict between the president and

Phil Abney· Student Alliance
the senate this year and "too much
politics over the budget." He said
these problems could be eliminated
"with an effort by both parties,"
and by separating budget time from
election time ..
Abney is running on the Student
Alliance party slate. He previously
attended Pensacola Junior College.

Jeffrey Keil
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In First Operation of Its Kind

Quality Plants
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ASUNM senate candidate
Jeffrey Keil said he favors a
prorated activity fee for part-time
students.
"The current activity budget is
stretched too tightly," he said.
Keil said he favor& a security
system on the north campus "even
if it's just beefing up the car escort
service," he said.
He said he would like to have
different
motorcycle
and
automobile fees, but would like to
see the motorcycle fees reduced
• somewhat to encourage more
motorcycles.
"I would also encourage people
to use the bike paths," he said.
Keil, a 23-year-old junior
majoring in engineering said he
would lobby for· a lower drinking
age, the decriminalization of
marijuana and to protect against an
"unwarranteed tuition hike."
He said if he is elected senator, he
would make use of the glass booths
in the SUB.
"There should always be at least
one senator in there to handle
grievances because senate meetings
are at night and not many people
attend. Senate meetings should be
scheduled during the day," Keil
said.
He continued, "We should have
responsible people in the senate. If I

,
,
• .,

fl

Jeffrey Keil· Coalition
take the job, I'm going to show up
for the meetings."
Keil said PIRG should exist but
he would like too see it stay clear of
ASUNM. He said he favors the
check-off system for PIRG funding.
Keil said in order to be a good
senator, one has to have discipline
and a sense of cooperation.
"A lot of people don't have that;
but I think I could do a good job,"
he said.

About People
Young and Owen Meet
LONDON (UP!) - Andrew
Young, the U.S. Ambassador to the
United Nations, met British
Foreign Secretary David Owen
Sunday for the first time since one
of the American diplomat's outbursts caused a row between the
two men.
The foreign office and the
American embassy confirmed that
a meeting took place, but neither
could supply any details of the talks
of their location.
Young arrived in London
Saturday night en route to New
York and "it seemed natural" that
he should see OWen, a foreign
office spokesman said. "No further
information about its time or place

Maker> ol Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
TOWN

will be given."
Young and Owen were involved in trying to win acceptance
for an Anglo-American peace plan.

Phillip DePriest· Coalition

Ann Kelly
Coalition Party ticket candidate for
ASUNM Senate, Ann Kelly, said
improving communications between senator and student, a food
co-op and banking services · on
campus would be three of her top
priorities as ASUNM senator.
Using questionnaires distributed
to students on campus issues,
suggestion boxes in the SUB and
the holding of "some ki}ld ofopen
hours for students to communicate
with ASUNM," were Ami Kelly's
plans for improving communications between senator and
student.
.
Kelly, an econo'mics major, said
students should be lobbying
ASUNM senators who, in turn,
should be lobbying in Santa Fe. For
the next legislative session, Kelly
said, lobby efforts should focus on
the decriminalization of marijuana,
a 19-year-old drinking age, a library
bond issue and the fighting of
tuition increase.
"There should be a better way to
figure out tuition," Kelly said. "If
a student pays $1 per credit hour,
that student should get the right to
vote on !t."

Charging that he wants to "clean
out the deadwood and fill the
senate with workhorses and not
showhorses," Phil DePriest became
a candidate for ASUNM senate.
DePriest sai.d, "The link between
the student body and the senate has
deteriorated." To repair that link,
DePriest said he would establish a
grievance committee to document
grievances from the students and
survey the students every three
weeks on senate issues.
The Boston native running on the
Coalition party slate, said some of
the issues he would work for as a
senator include improving the
security on the North Campus
Parking Lot; absorb some entertainment committees such as
film committee under the Popular
Entertainment Committee, and hit
part-time students with a $1 per
credit hour fee.
DePriest, a 21-year-old junior
majoring in political science, gave
credit to the ASUNM Lobby
Committee for its accomplishments
and said he would like to expand its
efforts to work for matching funds
for the Child Care co-op. He also
said he would like to see the city of
Albuquerque give some help to
UNM graduates looking for jobs.
DePriest called the New Mexico
Public Interest Research Group
"an important organization," and
said it should be under ASUNM
control. However, he said he could
change his mind if the students were
solidly behind a referendum vote to
keep NMPIRG separate.
DePriest attended Boston
University before coming to UNM
and said he has done some campaign work for the Kennedys in
Massachusetts.

Kelly's plan for figuring out
tuition includes a polling of
students, taking the polling results
to the administration, and then
going to Santa Fe.
"Maybe a tuition freeze would be
the answer," she said.
Kelly said PIRG "should be
more in contact with the students as
far as what they do with their
funds."

Current undergraduate pre·medlcol students may now compete for
several hundred Air Force scholar·
ships. These scholarships are to be
awarded to students accepted Into
medical schools as freshmen or at
the beginning of their sophomore
year. The scholarship provides for
tuition, books, lob fees and equip·
ment, plus a $400 monthly allow·
once. Investigate this financial oiler·
native to the high cost of medical,
education.
Contact:

MSgt. Larry L. Wilke
PO Box20067
Denver, Colo. 80220
or call (303) 837·4525
Deadline for application is
April18, 1978.
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Ann Kelly· Coalition

Mario Ortiz Independent No.22

Some People

Other People
Graduate from college
Jotn Peace Corps or VISTA
Travel & experrence the
world
Get a Job. get marned. etc.
Rettre at 65

The choice is yours

Sign Up Now For Interview
Seniors/Grads
Placement Office
2nd Floor Mesa Vista Hall
Reps On Campus Wed-Thur April19-20
'
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I welcome the challenge
and the op·
portunity of serving as a Senator for our
University. I have prepared for it, I feel
confident and I now ask for your support,
you will always have mine.
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Mario Otriz

Karen Alarid
Twenty-one-year-old Karen
Alarid is a junior majoring in
architecture who is running for
ASUNM senator.
"Because architecture students
spend most of their time off the
main campus, they are not as well
represented as they should be. But
they are involved in worthwhile
studies, like parking, that concern
the whole university," she said.
Alarid, who is associated with the
Coalition Party, said she thinks
PIRG is a worthwhile organization.
"But we should keep an eye on
it," she said.
She said she favors the check-off
system· for PIRG funding, even
though they will get less money that
way.
"The leftover money should go
back to ASUNM, she said. "They
(PIRG) should follow the rules.''
Alarid said she feels part-time
students should pay an activity fee
based on the number of hours they
carry.
"The activity fee should be $1 for
every hour the student carries," she
said.
Alarid said she would like to

Senatorial candidate Mario Ortiz
said he wonders about other
candidates campaigning about
certain issues that effect the
students like parkiii"g, pedestrian
safety and part-time student fees.
"How many of these students are
really interested? We had an open
meeting (about the parking
· problem) and nobody showed up.
So how can they talk about these
issues?" Ortiz asked.
. Ortiz has been wor kiing on the
parking problem as the only undergraduate voting member of the
committee. Ortiz. also works at the
•- ._.;::
he~ '>'*/'
•
.......... '
:<,
.
....
""'
International Programs o.ffice and
~;.. j.:./
tt~
i tl'>,i4 Agora and is a member of ,the
Student Vets Association, ComKaren Alarid· Coalition
lobby for things that directly affect mission for Health anj ·Human
ASUNM. She cited the Child Care _ Rights and The American GI
Forum.
Co-op as an example.
He said he voted in favor of a
"The Child Care Co-op serves a
lot of people on campus," Alarid proposal that will continue the
1
~~;o-0-~iz. Independent
said. "It's worthwhile because it is present parking program that
provides
parking
on
the
north
a positive student service."
Alarid, a Valley High School campus and the construction of a pedestrian should choose to cross
the street."
graduate, has been in student par king structure.
In
reference
to
the
assessment
of
Ortiz, who is running as an
government since high school and
Ortiz
said,
Independent
with Bob Primeaux,
part-time
student
fees,
has worked for political candidates
"It's one of the few alternatives we said he is looking into the
running for state and city offices.
have for getting funds for possibility of having the university
ASUNM."
handle parking tickets and getting
Ortiz also supprots recom- · the fines. Ortiz said he has the
mendations of the city's pedestrian support of Vice President Marvin
study which, he said,. "provides an Johnson and Berry Cox, director of
lesson is parliamentary procedure atmosphere conducive to safe police and parking services on
("since the first one didn't take"); pedestrian activity wherever the campus.
work personally with the Student
Needs Assessment Committee; reorganize the Lobby Committee;
write the new elections code bill,
and "continue to clean up the
Rick McNamara, 20, an ASUNM
books."
Hernandez said he has drafted senatorial candidate on the
legislation opposing the tuition Coalition ticket, said that he would
hike; tried his best "to make the like to see a student-run co-op in
the SUB for check cashing and a co. senate over into a less political op bookstore.
body"; prevented the senate
"We're being handled by the
workshop from "becoming a total
party," and prevented the Popular bureaucracy of this school and I
Entertainment Committee "from don't think it is necessary,'' he said.
McNamara said that he would
poking its nose into other comlike
to see polls for students to
mitees."
In running for re-election, affect senate decisions. He said that.
feels
this
more-direct
Hernandez said, "I want 'o em- he
representation
would
help reduce
phasize that I'm open. You can call
apathy
in
the
student
body.
me and say, 'Phil I've got a
"There are too many people with
problem.' " He listed his number
too
many disparite ideas. There has
as 255-6235.
to
be
some kind of agreement in the
Hernandez called a fee for part·
time students "and expression of Senate," he·said.
On the issue of part-time students
~
arrogance" and said he could not
activty
fee,
McNamara
said
that
he
Rick McNamara· Coaliti'?!'
ask for a fee as long as the senate
of
thinks
there
should
be
a
charge
''is removing the activities they
His extracurricular activities
$1 per credit hour.
enjoy."
include
being a senate assistant to
He said he is in support of
Hernandez said he advocates a
Stephanie
LeMay, playing for the
check-off system for NMPIRG NMPIRG. "I like the new"financial
UNM Rugby team and conducting
PIRG,"
supplemented by an approximately arrangement . of
psychology
experiments.
$5,000 appropriation from the McNamara said.
McNamara
is a junior, majoring
He said that the budget
senate.
in psychology. He is originally from
allocations could be handled in a
Lincoln, Massachussetts and has
better way.
gone to UNM all three years.
"Deficit spending is the wrong
"I feel that I can be an asset to
way to go about funding,"
the
Senate," he said.
McNamara said.

Rick McNamara

,_;, l

Phil D. Hernandez
· Student A 1/iance

Suzanne Cully
Senatorial candidate Suzanne
Cully wants to open the channels of
communications between students
and senate and, if elected, will try
to do so with bi-weekly polls, she
said.
"We've got to have more open
communication between the
students and the senate. We've got
to do more with the students," she
said.
The 21-year-old sophomore said
would work to wipe out student
apathy through the establishment
of food and bookstore co-ops and a
student credit union to cash checks.
She also said she would work for
better campus security in the dorms
and the north campus.
Cully was displeased with the
recent budget hearings and would
try to eliminate some of the
disparity by having small groups
come up for their allocations at the
beginning of the hearings instead of
al the end.
The Valley High School graduate
said part-time students should pay a
$1 per credit hour fee
Cully said New Mexico Public
Interest Research Group should be
funded by ASUNM to the tune o1
about $2 per student. "They are a
worthwhile group and two dollars is

Eirik
Johnson

139 Harvard S.E.; P.0. Box 4564, Albuquerque, · New Mexico 87106
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Suzanne Cully· Coalition

not excewssive," she said.
She said the Lobby Committee
should
work
for
the
decriminilization of marijuana, a
tuition freeze and funds for the
child care co-op. On the city side of
things, the UNM parking situation
should be a priority, she said.
Cully is running on the Coalition
slate.

)

·Student Alliance

Student Alliance candidate Eirik
Johnson said the most important
thing he can do as an ASUNM
senator is to be non-political.
J ohnsqn, an 18-year-old junior,
said the present senate has made a
"circus out of the finance committee" and there is a need in
student government for "levelheaded" and "responsible" individuals.
A history major who has been
involved n government in Madrid,
N.M., Johnson said he is in favor
of part-time student activity fees.
''The system as it is now
disenfranchises the part-time
students on campus and it's not
fair," he said.
Johnson also said part-time
students should be encouraged to
voluntarily participate in student
government.
On the problem of parking,
Johnson said, "I am enraged to
hear that they are going to make all
'parking including the north campus
parking, paid parking. It's immoral."
He said, "We should encourage
people to park on campus only
when they need to do so."
Johnson, who is a dormitory
resident and a law library circulation assistant, said he sees no
reason for PIRG to have a special
status and WO"Uld like to see the
organization financed between
$40,000 and $50,000 a year.
As for ASUNM's lobbying effort, Johnson said he believes the
decriminalization of marijuana is
"something that demands immediate attention.

Eric Lucero
Incumbent ASUNM senator Eric
Lucero said one of his main
priorities as senator if he is reelected is to get more degreeoriented evening classes offered at
UNM.
.
"The current drop in enrollment·
may be because other schools offer
classes at more convenient times,"
said the 20-year-old sophomore.
Lucero said he favors PIRG
being funded by ASUNM as other
organizations are funded and not
by the $2 PIRG gets from activity
fees.
"PIRG should be considered
part of the associated students and
should be under the senate's
jurisdiction and not independent,"
Lucero said.
He continued, "PIRG was
allowed to exist by the Board of
Regents. The funding was intended
only for 1974 according to the
agreement."
Lucero said that since almost all
students use campus facilities paid
for with activity fees, but not at the
level that full-time students pay,"
he said.
The Roswell Goddard High
School graduate said ASUNM
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Eric Lucero· Student Alliance

senate attendance laws need to be
amended and strengthened.
"The way things are now when
we don't always have quorum, it's a
hardship for those of us who show
·Up for the meetings," he said.
Lucero said he has missed two
regular senate meetings this year.
Lucero, who is currently on the
Senate Finance Committee, said he
hopes to be on that committee
again next year so he can deal with
budget problems.

Tuesday, Aprilll
Noon -ASUNM presidential and
vice-presidential candidates debate.
7:ll p.m. -Mary, Our Lady Queen
of Feminists: Mary, a model of
traditional self-effacing female
roles or the unacknowledged first
feminist?
9 p.m. -H01ne of Happy Feet:
Foot-tappin' traditional music.
KUNM News at 9 a.m. &.'jJ. m.
UP! News at I, 6, 8 , 11 a.m.,
nnd 9 p.m.
Sports at 3 p.m.
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Nuclear Waste
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Eirik Johnson ·

277-2757

SunDay'78 Citizens Defeat
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Phil Hernandez
Phil Hernandez is standing on his
perfect attendance record and
voting marks in his quest for reelection to the ASUNM Senate.
Hernandez said he has sponsored
all six constitutional amendments
to be placed on the ballot Wednesday and has sponsored a number
of important pieces of legislation.
If re-elected, Hernandez said he
would: bear down on absenteeism
in the senate with a mandatory
impeachment hearing; give another

Paid Advertisement

On May 3 in Albuquerque and throughout
New Mexico people will celebrate solar
energy- it will be called Sun Day. We will
work to educate New Mexicans about the
world's only inexhaustible, predictable,
egalitarian, non-polluting, safe, terroristresistant, and free energy source.
The sun transfers power into everything it
touches. The proper technology can harness
that energy and put it to work for all of us.
Sunlight becomes hot water through a solar
panel. It becomes electricity through a solar
cell. Out Earth will never have an energy
crisis as long as there is a sun - if we begin
to harness the sun's power. We must begin
now.
On May 3 in New Mexico NMPIRG will
continue its involvement in solar energy. Last
semester NMPIRG taught a UNM course on
solar energy. Now, David Miller of the
NMPIRG staff has been appointed Sun Day
Coordinator for New Mexico. David has
worked hard to plan activities throughout the
State. Here in Albuquerque there will be
solar greenhouse workshops, solar fairs, and
other Sun Day events. Just stop by the
NMPIRG office to find out more. What
Earth Day did for ecology we hope Sun Day
will do for solar energy.

SUN

DAY

PIRG and other citizen groups fighting surrounding communities. Both the
nuclear waste disposal in New Mexico scored Cimarron and Raton Chambers• of Coma major victory last week.
merce passed resolutions opposing the
Chem-Nuclear Systems, Inc., a private nuclear waste site.
company which had plans to open a nuclear
Bolstered by legislative and citizen
waste dump near Cimarron, N.M., cancelled opposition the State Environmental
their operations in New Mexico. The primary Improvement Agency (EIA) took a hard look
reason for their decision was the prospect of at Chem-Nuclear's plans to bring into the
further delays in opening the site.
state thousands of tons of dangerous
Chem-Nuclear had expected quick radioactive waste. The EIA found Chemapproval of their proposal by the state and Nuclear's application inadequate and was
little opposition from Citizens. What they going to require them to undertake more
found was just the opposite. PIRG's lob- extensive stuaies to prove the safety of their
byists helped guide through the 19 77 state proposal. Faced with this kind of scrutiny of
legislature a bill which placed a one-year their plans Chem-Nuclear decided to pack up
moratorium on Chem-Nuclear's plans. Local and leave the state.
opposition was strong in Cimarron and

MaY3

Letters to NMPIRG
Dear NMPlRG,
I don't know what the big flap is over whether or not to refund PIRG. I, for one,
am all for organizations that protect my consumer rights. I mean I've been and will be a
consumer long before and after being a student. Two dollars a year for four years is a
small price to pay for a lifetime of service. I don't have the time or money to conduct
in-depth analysis that PIRG conducts, so I'm glad to know they're doing it for me.
Also, for those of us who feel pangs·of guilt for not being more community
spirited because we're so tied up with school work and families, there is an answer
through PIRG. You can work for credit. You get to know your community as well as
provide its consumers with a service. It's hard to imagine people with so much money
that they don't mind getting ripped off, but I suppose there are a few of them around ..
. doing a lot of flapping too.
Phyllis Knox
Dear NMPIRG,
I wanted to let you know how much I enjoyed your course on solar energy last semester.
It gave a theoretical overview of the subject, but more important to me, it was very
practical. Just the thing for anyone wondering whether they could really use solar
energy in their own lives.
In particular, the filed trips were great ~eeing solar technology applied in different homes, and getting the chance to talk with people about the problems they'd run
into. Also, Jim Feeney (course instructor) encouraged everyone in the class to do our
own research or projects, and we learned a lot by sharing what we came up with.
I hope you'll offer more courses like this in the future. Keep up the good work!
Debby Brackett

Food & Nutririon Project

Two of the four VISTA positions
created by NMPIRG deal with the areas of
food and nutrition in Bernalillo County.
Arnold Velez and Sharon Porter are working
with existing organizations and on their own
to help low-income people organize themselves around these issues.
The current focus of the VISTA food
and nutrition project is the School Breakfast
Program. It is intended that those schools in
Albuquerque which do not currently participate in this program will be initiating a
breakfast during the 78 -79 academic year.
It is hoped that the quality of both the
Breakfast Program and of the School Lunch

Program will be discussed and acted on by
parents groups along with this expansion of
the Program.
Other areas to be organized include
Food Stamps, elderly feeding programs, the
establishment of an affordable food source
in the South Broadway area of Albuquerque,
nutrition education in the public schools,
media coverage of food and nutrition issues,
and weekend activity fairs to explore food
advocacy and community nutrition.
The scope of the projects is wide and we
are optimistic about how much can be accomplished in this year.

You Auto Do It!
In response to student requests, UNM
undergraduate Stephanie Goldstein, has
recently completed an Auto Repair Guide,
This valuable pamphlet gives information
not only on places you can take your car for
repair, but also on auto maintenance courses
offered, how you can guard against unnt<cessary repairs and/or charges, and your
legal rights if you feel you've been cheated.
In compiling the guide, both a phone
survey and actual on-sight price checks were
made. Two types of vehicles were used in the
survey, a 67 VW bug and a 66 Ford
Econoline vnn. It was felt that these
represented "typical student cars." The
types of services covered included basic labor
rates, front end alignment, brake shoes,
rebuilt engine, tune-up, and length of

guarantees.
Several crilct'ia were used in choosing
those shops included in the guide. These
included: pliu:cs conveniently near UNM,
official deniers, und shops with word of
mouth reputations us "good deals."
The prices listed cnnble the consumer to
shop comparulivdy before having repair
work done. Quuli1y of work is also important
and was not determined in this survey.
However, NMPIRO is compiling information given us by consumers on the
quality of work they've rcc<!ivcd at various
shops and this is available at the NMI'!RG
office. Therefore, pick up :t copy of the
pamphlet and be prepared before having
your car repaired.

Tenant
Answering
Service
New Mexico PIRG now offers a free telephone answering service fr landlord/tenant problems, thanks to the help of VISTA volunteers Madeline Aron and
Janice Hart who started work with NMPIRG in February.
Although VISTA volunteers are required by law to work v.ith poor people in the
community and not with students, this is one aspect of their Albuquerque tenant
project which can help both students and the community at large.
So if you have problems with your landlord (or tenants) call NMPIRG Monday,
Wednesday or Friday, between 9 -12.
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New Guide to Local
Mental Health Services
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Within the next few weeks, NMPIRG will
release its Consumer Guide to Mental Health
and Counseling Services. This guide,
designed to aid persons with all types of
needs, will include list of drug counseling,
alcoholism programs, mental hospitals,
psychiatrist and psychologists, and pastoral
counselors in Albuquerque.
A fairly extensive information section
accompanies the guide. It includes an -explanation of some of the therapy techniques
used, questions one should ask in choosing a
therapist, an explanation of the various
degrees a therapist may possess, and a

glossary of tenns. In addition, there is a
partial listing of professional societies to
which the counselor may belong.
The information on each service was
gathered through a written questionnaire. It
included the hours of operation, which
segment of the population is served, the fee,
types of services offered, and the staff.
Counselors with a wide variety of
philosophies and approaches were included.
This pamphlet has been designed to aid to
anyone seeking these types of services or who
may be presently engaged in therapy.

April1978

NMPIRG Brings You
The Dope on Dope
Worried about whether there's paraquat
(the poisonous herbicide) sprayed in your
. m,arfjuana? NMPIRG is serving as the
referral point for communicating the results
of tests of specific marijuana samples.
The process goes like this: I. Send about I
gram (2 joints) of grass that you're worried
about to Schoenfeld Labs, PO Box
Albuquerque
. Also include a cashier's
check or money order (not a personal check)
for $7.50 and a ?-digit number and/or letter
code that you make up. This code will
identify your sample and keep you
anonymous. Keep a copy of the code, wait 4
days, and then give us a call at 277-2757.
We'll tell you whether your sample is contaminated.

Steve ·Thompson
In response to requests from student and community organization, New Mexico PIRG has agreed to support the current petition drive
protesting the Bernalillo County Medical Center's policy of reporting suspected Mexican nationals to the U.S. Immigration and
Naturalization Service. Below are copies of a BCMC memorandum and the petition, which spe'ak for themselves.
MEMORANDUM
To:

Tom Woodward, Controller
Phil Kubiak, Data Services Manager

FROM:
SUBJECT:

.:..

William H. Wegner, FACHA, Administrator
Admission &PatientRegistration Policy- Illegal A liens

BCMC is currently facing a serious problem relating to the admission and treatment of
Mexican Nationals. Our policy, to date, has been to accept these patients for treatment,
classify them as private pay and then attempt to collect the resulting bills. As you might
imagine, this has been very unsuccessful from a financial standpoint. In an effort to
discourage Mexican Nationals from seeking care at BCMC the following procedure will
be used:
1.
Identification and Reporting
.
Suspected Mexican Nationals will be asked to identify their birthplace. Those indicating
a birthplace in Mexico will be asked to produce an immigrant's card or visa. Individuals
claiming aU .S. birthplace will be asked to produce a birth certificate. Illegal aliens will
of course be unable to produce the required documents. Illegal aliens, thus identified,
should be reported to Mrs. Bette Ringle, Director of Social Service and Eligibility. Mrs.
Ringle will in turn refer the information to the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization
Service for follow-up investigation.

2.
Financial Classification and Arrangements
Mexican Nationals should not be classified as private pay (Class 8 ) to be billed due to
the temporary status of their residency. Therefore, Mexican Nationals must be required
to pay cash in advance for all non-emergency treatment. In the case of elective admissions, the required cash down payment will be 9 0 per cent of the estimated cost of
hospitalization.

We, the undersigned, wish to express our outrage over the decision of the
Administration of B.C.M.C. to enforce a policy of reporting suspected Mexican
nationals to the U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service. This policy will result in
jail and deportation for undocumented people who rely on B.C.M.C. for health care
As a result of this policy many people, especially women with children, are
frightened and thus tend not to present themselves and their children. But this de facto
denial of health care also poses certain dangers to the community at large: infectious
disease may spread if any sector of a community is deprived of health care. Since
undocumented people find themselves in a precarious socio-economic condition in this
country, they are therefore subject to infectious diseases such as tuberculosis. The
dangers inherent in this patently racist denial of medical attention must be apparent.
The B.C.M.C. policy memorandum mandates staff to identify suspected Mexican
nationals. Since New Mexico was once a part of Mexico, many U.S. citizens indigenous
to this area might be suspected of being Mexican nationals. Since when must U.S.
citizens be prepared to prove their citizenship on demand? The requirement to prove
citizenship when medical care is needed seems to be a step in the direction of requiring a
certain 'subclass' of citizens to carry identity passbooks, as in South Africa. Such a
situation is surely one in which human right~ are violated. It is intolerable to traditional
American sentiments with regard to democratic rights.
The administration of B.C.M.C. must be put on notice that this policy is unacceptable to decent people in Bernalillo County.

Steve Thompson is a 23-year-old
history junior running for Senate
under the Coalition Party. He is an
active member in the boycott
committee
and
the
local .
Democratic Party.
He said he would like to expand
children's co-op funds. He said the
situation now is too precarious and
that it was very important service ... ·
To solve the parking problem, he
said alternative travel should be
encouraged. He said that those
people should get some sort of
relief in parking fees. He said he
wanted the free parking lot to stay
free.
He said that the idea of NMPIRG
being
an
ASUNM
organization is a gopd one. He said
they should justify thei funding. He
also supports part-time student fee
at $1 per credit hour.
Thompson said the ASUNM
should lobby on practical issues
concerning funding for the

Daniel
Gibson

Paul Holusha

Chuck Gaines, 39, is a junior in
the college of nursing.
"One of the main reasons I'm
running is to get representation on
the north, campus. As far as J know,
there never has been anyone from
there in senate. The north campus
. ha& been geographically and
politically isolated. Students there
don't know what is going on over
here, and students here don't know
what is going on over there," he
said.
The ASUNM budget process is
one of his priorities. As part of the
Student Alliance party, !i.e said,
"We feel there is a lot of politics
involved, and feel it should be
brought up earlier, not around
election time."
He said the PIRG fee should be
re-evaluated.
"I think PIRO, could be very,
very effective, but I disagree with
the way it is funded. If they are
going to be funded by ASUNM, the Chuck Gaines· Student Alliance
senate should have more input."
Meeting attendance is also one of ·senate if they miss three meetings."
Finally, Gaines supports a partGaines' concerns.
"Senators should attend the time activites fee, "not the full fee,
meetings and get involved in what is but it seems logical that if they are
going on. Senators whould going to be getting the benefits
automatically come before the should be paying for them, too."

Coalition candidate, Pat~!
Holusha said his priorities as
senator would be to seek more
contact with individual students
and student groups. He also said he
would like to see a more equitable
budget process .
"The senate can effect a more
interested student body," he said.
"I would like to see a bi-monthly
poll to get direct input from
students."
He said communication between
the senate and resident students
should be increased. "The dorms
are a microcosm, students there feel
separated f~;;om the rest of the
community," he said.
On the budget, Holusha said the
order in which the appropriations
are made unfairly affects the
smaller groups.
"The large groups get appropriations first, then the small
groups get dropped off the end
when the senate runs out of
money," he said. "The policy can
be random or it can be rotating, but
it can be fair."
The grievance procedure is
another area he said needed improvement. He said many students
don't know a grievance procedure
exists, and therefore don't seek help
for their problems. "I would like to
see a committee formed that
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Steve Thompson- Coalition

University to prevent tuition hikes.
Because the students want it, he
said he would also lobby for 19year-old drinking.
Thompson said he would also
like the University to be more
involved with the community. He
said, "The University can't be an
ivory tower. It has to be involved
with the community."

Agribusiness
NMPIRG staff member David Miller has
been teaching a course on Agribusiness via
the Undergraduate Seminar Program.
Agribusiness is basically the involvement of
business corporations in agriculture. But the
study of agribusiness must be approdched in
the context of the world food situation, eg.,
world hunger, multinational corporations,
foreign ruling elites, etc.
Using the book Food First by Frances
Moore Lappe and Gary Fowler, we have
examined the myth of scarcity, the

relationship of populations and arable land,
colonialism and its successor agribusiness,
and United States food policy at home and
overseas.
We have learned that world hunger is not
inevitable; that agribusiness ·is a modern
trend worldwise that contributes to hunger;
and that each nation has the potential to feed
itself. Food problems boom over humanity
as the greatest problems of our time. It's time
that we begin to demystify these food
questions.
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Paul Holusha
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delivers the service that is meant to
be delivered.
He said internal senate and
senate/president relations need to
be improved. "It is up to the individual senators to go and discuss
issues with the president. It is also
up to them to communicate more
with each other on issues that come
before them. The J110re communication, formally and informally, the more effective the
senate is going to be."

kitty." The fee should be assessed
at $1 per credit hour or a "nominal
amount," he said.
The lobby effort of the ASUNM
senate, Meyer said, should include
pushing for the passage of Senate
Bill 39 which will create more work
study jobs for veterans and allow
more UNM students into the work
study program.
"I could talk to every
representative. I'm not scared to go
into an office to talk to officials,"
the 23-year-old sophomore said.
Meyer said he agrees with the
present status of PIRG, that it be a
student funded organization placed
on a referendum.

~

Daniel Gibs"on

Journalism major Daniel Gibson
advocated a two year freeze on
tuition raises and a non-profit
bookstore in his interview with the
LOBO as candidate for ASUNM
Senate.
Gibson, a 22-year-old youth
recreation leader who likes hiking,
said there should be a creation of a
parttime fee for graduates.
Gibson said there should be
relevant entrance and exit exams
created at UNM. "The 88th hour
exam is a farce: I don't think it
really reflects anything," Gibson
said.
"I'd like to see some discussion
raised about how irrelevant they
are."
Gibson said UNM and other state
schools should coordinate their
lobbying efforts. "We have a lot of
problems in common. We could
have a lot more say in the
legislation in Santa Fe." Gibson
said UNM has been underrepresented in the legislature.
Advocating a campus bar and
justifying it with examples of
eastern schools with bars Gibson
said "I'd have to contact a lawyer
to get a liquor license."
Gibson said PIRG's budget "is
way overblown." He said their
funds should be $21,000 or
$22,000" or about half."
In closing Gibson said "I think
the university ignores the community and the community ignores
the university. I'd like to see more
interaction."

Outdoor Events
Frisbee •
Skateboarding •
Bicycle Race •

NMPIRG
P.O.Box 4565
Alb. NM 87106
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For further information contact Joan Bradley at 8 8 J-468 7.
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Sponsored by the Miller Brewing Co. and Delta Sigma Pi Fraternity.
Saturday, April15, on ·the mall by the SUB

• Pool
• Ping Pong
• Foosball
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1st Annual Miller Spring Olympics

Indoor Events
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procedure is applicable to non-emergency and elective situations only and must be
used with considerable tact and discretion to avoid embarrasing Hispanic American
citizens. This procedure is obviously not a total solution to the problem, but it will
provide a deterrent to Mexican Nationals seeking treatment at BCMC and should give
us some relief from the problem.
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Steve Meyer
Steve Meyer, student veterans
senate candidate, said he will be the
middle man between the student
body and ASUNM. "The senate is
not completely responsive to
students and I could be the middle
man between students and
government," he said.
Meyer, who has worked for
Bernalillo County and is a political
science major, said ASUNM is like
government bureaucracies in that it
does not serve who it is supposed to
serve. "The bureaucracy just keeps
on going," he said.
Meyer said he supports activity
fee for part time undergraduates to
give ASUNM "extra money in the

'd
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Team Volleyball

• The top three finishers in each division will receive trophies. Drawings for
Miller T-Shirts and Frisbees will be held throughout the competition.
• Preliminaries are Saturday morning and the finals will be Saturday afternoon.
• Registration fee is $1.00 for U.N.M. Students and $1.50 for non-students, per
event. All proceeds benifit Delta Sigma Pi fraternity.
• Pre-registration will take place Wednesday, Thursday and Friday in a glass
"
cubical in the SUB.
• Watch for further information in the Daily Lobo •
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Shery·l Paloni

. Tom Fisher

Senate candidate Tom Fisher, 21,
Sheryl Paloni is a 19-year-old
said
he favors automatic imbusiness accounting freshman
peachment
hearings anytime a
running for senate under the
senator misses three nonStudent Alliance Party. The Sandia
.
consecutive meetings per semester,
High School graduate is a senate
either committee or regular senate
assistant who . has worked on
meetings.
political campaigns for Mayor
Fisher also said he wants
Harry
Kinney
and
U.S.
"realistic
lobbying." This would
Representative Manuel Lujan.
include
more
night classes and a
Paloni said she would lobby for
student needs assessment commore late afternoon and evening
mittee, he explained.
classes and also supports a partFisher said he thinks it's good
time fee·of some kind.
that PIRG is an ASUNM group,
She stressed three mandatory
but, he said, "they get to keep all
meetings and supported the use of .
their
money. PIRG has operated
impeachment hearings for those
under
a privileged system. They
who didn't attend on a regular
should come before ASUNM and
basis. She said .it would "keep
get money based on tlj.eir perever)•one on their toes."
formance," he said.
She said the New Mexico Public
Fisher, a junior who graduated
Fisher said too much PIRG
Interest Reseach Group should be
from
a Kansas City high school,
money is tied up in salaries. He said
given a, budget like every other
said
he
wants to "take the politics
he would favor allocating $33,000
oganization in ASUNM. She would
Sheryl Paloni • Student Alliance
out of the budget hearings."
forPIRG.
like to dispense with the· $2 refund,
He said such hearings are hard to
"We should take care of groups
she said, but thought that the group time into working the night-time
conduct
when politics are inthat serve the students," he said.
should be given a little less and that parking' problem.
He said he opposed the LOBO troduced, but it is the situation at
they should return all unspent
She said that running as a freshpresent.
,
money.
man was good poltical experience budget cut..
Fisher said he'd like to find a way
"If the LOBO hadn't paid any
She would also like to put some for her.
to
"favorably bring part-time
attention to the students, the cut
would have been much worse," he students under the activity fee
system."
said.

Walt Locke

Electrical Engineering major
Walter Locke said he is running for
ASUNM senate to find out what is
going on in the senate.
"The people I associate with
don't really know what's going on.
We can find out what's going on by
running."
Locke said people are interested
in seeing the minutes of senate
meetings.
Locke, a sophomore, said parttime students should pay part of the
activity fee and be partially
represented.
In reference to PIRG, Locke said
the fact that it is part of ASUNM
makes it accountable and it is
worthwhile.
"I don't think it would succeed
anywhere else but the university,"
he said. "The senate should have let
PIRG be present at the meeting."
Locke ssaid the lobby ·committee's idea of speed bumps was a
good idea.
"They're a pain in the neck but
its worth someones life," he said.
Locke said he thought people drive
through the campus without paying
attention.
Locke observed that senate
absenteeism "is pretty bad," and
said if there was to be a cut in
funds, everybody should share it
equally.
"I'm just like Joe Student,"
Locke said.

Walt Locke -Independent

Valerie Ervin
Valerie Ervin, an ASUNM
Senate candidate with the Coalition
party, said, "I think the senate
that's in there now is not
responsible to the student's needs."
The 21-year-old sociology
sophomore said that before
senators in this year's senate voted,
they usually didn't know how most
students felt on the issues. She
recommended that before senators
.i vote, the LOBO print a
, questionnaire on one of its back
pages, soliciting student opinion on
a majority of issues. That way, she
said the senators would better
represent the student body when
they voted.
Ervin, who said she was active in
student government at Eldorado
High School, said she also thinks
there should be more services
available to the students. She said
she favors installation of the Bank
of New Mexico automatic teller in
the New Mexico Union. Construction is currently under consideration by the UNM Board of
Regents and out of ASUNM
jurisdiction.
Ervin said she also recommends
that part-time students pay an
activity fee of $1 per credit hour.
She said this would enable parttime students to vote in students
elections.
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Valerie Ervin· Coalition
On the question of whether New
Mexico Public Interest Reseach
Group should be funded by a $2
student a(ltivity fee she said,
"Student fees should stay; after the
referenc!um it should speak for
itself."
Ervin is a volunteer probation
officer and plays soccer in her spare
time.

Russell
Sommers

Russell Sommers
Student Alliance
Taking a hard line against absenteeism and the "circus atmosphere" of the student senate,
Russell Sommers said he would
move to impeach absentee senators.
"I see no excuse for it," he said.
Sommers, a 29-year old BUS
student said politics should be
taken out of budget hearings and
that they should be scheduled at a
different time than election time.
He said it was just a way of winning
votes.
"There's got to be a priority list.
An organization that will do the
greatest good for the greatest
amount," he said.
Sommers supports a fee for parttime students and more evening
courses.
Sommers said, "I can't see
continuing this present conflict
(between ASUNM and PIRG). I
like the KYSPIRG check-off
system."
"It surprised me how much the
KYSPIRG has done with the
amount of funds they have,"
Sommers said the senate and the
president could never get together
"with the goof-offs you've got in
there."
Sommers said he would be
present for senate meetings and
"there is nothing that can take me
away from a senate meeting."
Sommers said he thought he could
be a stabilizer.
He said regardless of which slate
gets the most seats, "I'm respected
by enough of the opposition and
can work with the op'position."

Desolate Future Confronts Black Americans
NEW YORK (UPI) - Disadvantaged
American blacks face an uncertain future in
their struggle against discrimination,
poverty, unemployment, poor housing,
skimpy education and bad health care, Alan
Pifer, president of the Carnegie Corporation
of New York, report Monday.
Blacks still hold most of the dirtiest and
low-level jobs and on the average make only
59 percent the earnings of whites despite the
gains gf the 1960s and the civil rights
revolution, Pifer also said in the introductory
essay in the philanthropic foundation's
annual report to be published Friday.
Reasons for the "let up in pressure" about
a better deal for disadvantaged blacks, Pifer
suggested, include "two administrations that
assigned black progress a low priority.''
The Carter administration has yet to
demonstrate its effectiveness in promoting
the interests of blacks, as Pifer sees it.
"We have arrived at a moment in our
history when both protest and conscience are
dormant," he said.
"There seems to be no one today, black or
white, capable of evoking anew the nation's
latent sense of conscience and mobilizing it
into action."
•
Pifer said black leaders seeking gains for
blacks in this social and moral climate should
aim their social justice efforts at building "a
broad coalition of all disadvantaged groups

in society- whites included.
"Further progress toward racial equality
will depend as much on the amount of
political and organizational power that such
a coalition can generate as on the stirrings of
the nation's conscience," he said.
In the report Pifer examines the gains
Blacks have and hav e not made in such areas
as income, jobs, schooling, health and
housing.
He said that while "there has indeed been
a vast social transformation of American
life, most of it taking place the past 15 years,
there also has been extensive failure,
measured against the nation's highest ideals
and against the national self interest."
He offered the following as evidence of
continued economic inequalities between
blacks and whites:
--From 1947 to 1975 the income disparity
between blacks and whites narrowed only 11
points. The average pay of black families
only 59 percent that of whites.
-·Economic conditions of the black poor
have worsened, not only relative to that of
whites but to that of the growing black
middle calss.
--The movement of blacks from lowerpaying jobs into higher-paying ones has
slowed since the 1970s.
-·Blacks constitute one-third of all
Americans living below the official poverty

line and about 4 in 10 black children are
raised in poverty as against about I in 10
white children.
The figures, Pifer said, run counter to
"the growing perception among white
Americans that black advancement has now
become self-sustaining and needs no further
impetus or assistance."
He also focused on unemployment among
black youths.
''The unemployment rate for black teenagers, officially an alarming 39 percent in
november, 1977, is in reality very much
higher because discouraged workers are not
counted.
"Poorly educated, untrained, heavily
concentrated in urban slums, and ostensibly
ill-suited for steady employment, the several
hundred thousand younsters who make up
this group are an alientated crime-prone
element in our communities.
"Today the unemployment rate for black
youth is two and a half times that for white
youth, and their labor force participation is
only 75 per cent that of whites.
The Carnegie Corporation was created by
Andrew Carnegie in 1911 for the advancement and diffusion of knowledge and
understanding. Its present total assents, at
market value, arc about $258 million.

About
People
BOSTON (UPI) - Actor John
Wayne watched parts of three
sports events on television this week
and walked around his room a bit
more, a Massachusetts General
Hospital spokesman said Sunday.
Wayne, who underwent open
heart surgery last Monday, watched
parts of both the Los Angeles
Dodger-Atlanta . Braves, and
Boston Red Sox-Chicago White
Sox baseball games Saturday,
spokesman Martin Bander said.
The 70-year-old "Duke" also
caught a portion of Saturday
night's Boston Bruins-Toronto
Maple Leafs hockey game, Bander
said.
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PIRG Hopefuls Give Statements
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. NMPIRG board of directors
candidate James H. Johansen said
he would like to see the group
concentrate on issues that are not
popular with the general public and
on energy alternatives.
"First, PIRG should support
causes that would not otherwise be
heard. Second, I would like to see
PIRG conlinue to do research on
alternative energy sources and
lifestyles that will make the public
less dependent on traditional
sources of energy and capital," he
said.
Johansen said he would also
work on the renovation of
downtown Albuquerque; the fight
against the gross receipts tax, and
Downtown Community Arts trying to keep a nuclear waste site
Center Project and she said this out of New Mexico.
A UNM problem that needs
project benefits UNM "and the
attention
'is the parking and traffic
community as a' whole."
mess, he said.
The first-year law student said he
believes NMPIRG's emphasis on
community issues and not UNM
issues is the right one. "All UNM
students, as members of the
community, have a stake in all the
I
projects pursued by PIRG.
believe that the University, as a
progressive arm of the community,
should be a leader in the establishment of a research group in the
public interest for the community,''
he said

Rafael Harpaz
NMPIRG board of directors
candidate Rafael Harpaz said the
PIRG board should "solicit advice
(from the students) more actively
and follow up by acting on popular
and worthy suggestions."
Harpaz, a first-year graduate
student in biology, said PIRG
"needs student support now more
than ever."
Citing transportation matters as
an important issue, Harpaz said
PIRG should stand behind the
city's efforts to improve the bus
and bike path systems.
Work on the bottle bill calling for
reusable containers is also important, Harpaz said.
Harpaz said PIRG should investigate labor abuses that are
"Some
common to
students.
employers take advantage of the
high demand by students for jobs
and abuse their workers," Harpaz
said.
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Pa·ulette Gehrke
"To protect and improve our
quality ' of life we need an
organization that is concerned with
the environment and· consumer
advocacy," said Paulette Gehrke,
candidate for the NMPIRG board
of directors.
As a director, Gehrke said she
would "work to' make more
students aware of the services and
programs that are available through
NMPIRG."
She. also said she
would like to see more student
voice in the organization.
To
ensure this; Gehrke said she would
make herself ·available by posting
office hours and her home phone
number.
Gehrke said another. priority
would be to push for PIRG expansion into other New Mexico
colleges. "This will make NM·
PIRG stronger. It will also reduce
the funding dependence and burden
of-UNM."
The senior in home economics
education is involved with the

10

"NMPIRG
would
bve
responsible to the university
community but not to the ASUNM
budgetary process," she said.
Medina also said she would work
against the possibility of New
Mexico becoming a nuclear
disposal site.
She said she would work to
expand NMPIRG to the community with more booklets in the
area of medical assistance, law
questions, and auto repair.
"I believe NMPIRG needs to
have a better relationship with the
Albuquerque community. I believe
more booklets such as "The
Renters Guide" are needed. I will
try to get more informati.on such as
this to the community," she said.
A sophomore majoring in
lithography, Medina said that she is
ali fe-long resident of New Mexico.
Medina also said that she would
like to see NMPIRG established on
other campuses besides UNM.
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VOTE
WALT-LOCKE
forASUNM

SENATOR
SITION No. 26 ON THE BALLOT

"I FEEL WE DESERVE A
VOICE IN THE STUDENT
GOVERNMENT"
POLLS ARE OPEN THIS WEDNESDAY,
9:00-5:00

Susan
Larsen
Harpaz said he will support
"projects encouraging energy
conservation and 'soft technology'
at the expense of both the coal and
nuclear industries."

Tina Medina
Tina Medina, 20, a candidate for
NMPIRG board of directors, said
that she would like to see the
organization funded independently
of the student senate "so ASUNM
does not have any say-so on how to
run PlRG."
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Susan Larsen, running for her
second term on the NMPIRG board
of dir~ctors, said her first priority
would be to ensure PIRG's funding
for years to come.
Larsen said she was" disappointed" with the senate's recent
decision to cut the PIRG budget to
$40,000 and said the senate was
''ethically wrong." "PIRG worked
to get the activity fee rasied from
$12 to $14, not ASUNM, nor any
other organizations.
Allocating
PIRG's funding to cover the deficit
of the Senate's budget was in direct
violation of"ihe students' wishes,"
Larsen said, citing PIRG's success
at the polls.
The first year law school student
said she would like to see PIRG
expand to other New Mexico
campuses and this would alleviate
some of the criticism that UNM
students alone fund PIRG.
Larsen also said she would en·
courage student-related projects for
PIRG.
She said her interests are in
environmental and energy related
issues.
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Glasses
repaired
.while you wait.

1001 Tijeras N.E. 247-3668
1631 Eubank N.E.
511 Wyoming N.E.
45234th N.W.
Belen at 614 Becker

293-4508
265-3667
345-5301
864-3522
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THE SCHOLARSHIP·: ..
.THAT PAYS YOUR.WA~
. INTO A CAREER• .-~:-. ·
I

If a two-year scholarship that leads to a job after gradua·
tion sounds good to you, here's your chance.
If you are a college sophomore, you can earn a scholar·
ship worth up to $10,000. Naval ROTC pays full tuition
during your junior and senior years, books, fees, and living
expenses of $100 a month for ten months each year.
To qualify, you must have above a C average (:2..5' out of
4.0) or better. You must pass a Navy phy;;;ical examination.
And it helps if your major is math, science or engineering.
The deadline for application is May· 1, 1918 .Contact your
local Navy Recruiter or see the Professor of Naval Science
on your campus.

NAVY OFFICER INFORMATION TEAM
ALBUQUERQUE, NM

(505) 766·2335
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Paul Rodbell

American
VW R'abbit
Hits Street

Paul Rod bell, a candidate for the
NMPIRG board of directors, said
he would apply his skills toward
NEW STANTON, PA. (UPI)- developing organizational skills for
A white Volkswagen Rabbit rolled NMPIRG.
.
off a Pennsylvania assembly line ·
A senior in business adMonday.
·
ministration, Rodbell said he would
It was the first of some 50,000 work to select projects at a
Volkswagens the company plans to minimum cost that would attract
build this year at its Westmoreland maximum attention.
County plant.
"I think that students are the
Officials
of
Volkswagen most important resource for
Manufacturing Corp. of America NMPIRG and should be made
- the new U.S. subsidiary of the aware of the kind of work and
West
German
auto
giant
Dr. Jefferson Tester from Los Alamos will speak today at 2 p.m. on Volkswagenwerk A.G.- and state influence they can have on local
prospects for geotherm~ energy in Farris Engineering Center, Room 303 · and federal officials took part in issues.
Rodbell said he would try to
Fulbright and ).\'larshall Scholarship Programs will be discussed today at ceremonies dedica~iog the $300 expand PIRG's mission to more
3 p.m. at the International Center, 1808 Las Lomas NE.
· million plant in the foothills near educational institutions in New
New Stanton.
Professor Sir Edmund Leach from Cambridge Unversity in England will
Officials included Penn5ylvania Mexico.
Rod bell also said he'd like to
dl.scuss anthropoligfcal aspects of grandiose architecture tonight at 8 in G ov. M'It
1 on J . Sh arp, u . s .
expand the school 'Credit program
Treasury Secretary Michael which he thinks will eventually
Biology I 00.
Michael Malcolm, from the Unve~sity at Waterloo, Ontario, will discuss Blumenthal, Volkswagenwerk create alternative sources of
structuring concepts today at 3:30 at the UNM Computing Center, Room Chairman Toni Shcmuecker and financing besides ASUNM.
cc 148.
Volkswagen Manufacturing Corp.
"PIRG's role in the community
President James McLernon. Mayor should not be underestimated," he
Public hearings on Radwste Disposal will be held Wednesd~y, Aprill 2 John Reagan of New Stanton as
from i-5:30 p.m. and 7-10 p.m. at the Albuquerque Conventwn Center. seated in the audience.
For more information, ca11242-4766.
Volkswagen officials hope. to
increase production next year to
200,000 Rabbits, making VW the
Albuquerque Dance Theater will give a short concert with commentary nation's No. 4 automaker, surWednesday, Apri112 at 12:30 p.m. in the SUB Ballroom.
passing American Motors Corp.'s
passenger car output.
H.R. Thomas, candidate for the
NMPIRG board of directors, said.
his main priority on the board
would be to "~nsure that NMPlRG
is sensitive and responsive to tne
needs and interests of the
students.':
A sophomore in law school,
Thomas said he intends to have
public hearings regularly on
campus "so that students can
express to me directly which
projects they would like to ~e
NMPIRG undertake. This, I hope
will help guarantee that NMPIRG
remains a true advocate for its
membership.''
Thomas also said he wo.ul<;l push
for "pragmatically oriented studies
and services .regarding employment
and career counseling for students,
transportation· problems on and
~round the campus, and landlordtenant matters."
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Play Not Too Fantastick
By RACHEL DIXON

Little Fent: Live VInyl
said. "At present there is no other
integrated organizational approach
to our . technological culture
available but PIRG."

Hit the Big Tomo.to

The Feettt Is Live

H.R. Thomas

Waiting for Columbus
Little Feat
Warner Bros: 2 BS-3140

•

•

·By BILL ROBERTSON

A Death In The Family

For 31 _yeo.rs this universit_y ho.s been endowed with
o. culturo.l progro.m better tho.n tho.t found on most
co.mpuses.

And for 31 _yeo.rs elected officio.ls of ASUNm ho.ve
encouro.ged students to o.ttend these events b_y
seeing to it tho.t ticket prices were kept o.t o. level
students could well o.fford.
Ex. This _year a student could have seen The
Soviet Georgian Dancers, Julian Bream, The
Ro_yal Tattoo, The Robber Bridegroom, Les
Ballets Trockadero, The Joffre_y II Ballet,
Bubbling Brown Sugar, Vincent Price, Same
Time Next Year, The minnesota S_ymphon_y,
Out Of Step, Sir mTchael Redgrave, Jur,y's
Cabo.ret, The Ballet Of Flo.ndeis, and m,y
Fair Lad,yAll the above shows for as little as $1.00
each or the best seat in the house for.
$1.60 per show.

mo.n_y of _you thought this wo.s o. good deo.l. We
issued o.lmost 15,000 discounted tickets to students
this seo.son o.t o. so.vings to _you of over
$45,000.00.
Your current Seno.te, however, intends to put o.n end
to this nonsense. B_y reducing its o.lloco.tion of ASUNm
funds (_your mone_y) for Culturo.l Progro.ms from
$20,000 to $4000 the deo.th of discounts is
o.ssured.
Aren't _you the luck_y ones!
David Epstein, Chairman
Cultural Program Committee

David
Shaw
David Shaw, a candidate for the
NMPIRG board of directors, said
the first action of the new board
should be ''to write and secure an
agreement with ASUNM that
complies with all constitutional
provisions of the funding process
and that guarantees a level of
funding acceptable to PIRG and
the students."
Shaw said, "NMPIRG must
change its method of obtaining
funding, that much is clear.''
He said there are two alternatives
for PIRG. "One, do nothing now
and drop some staffers or cut
salaries later, or two, begin to
organize a true state-wide
organization that draws on the
resources of other communities
than this University only.''
He said PIRG has accomplished
projects that would have gone
unnoticed had it not been for the
activism of the students and has
supported projects that. have
benefitted the entire state.
"Yet many of these projects are
not particularly relevant to the
student body of UNM specifically
and UNM students are asked to
support this organization when
PIRG has not made an effort to. get
part of their money from anyone
else or by any other means," Shaw
said.
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Roy.
Szekunda
NMPIRG board of directors
candidate Ray Szekunda said he
would "attempt to direct a greater
portion of NMPIRG's resources
toward environmental concerns" if
elected.
Szekunda, a graduate student in
"PIRG's have
biology, said,
shown themselves to be effective in
promoting the rational use of
natural resources; in opposing
environmental degradations and in
influencing attitudes in environmental issues. NMPlRG can
be such a significant force."
Szekunda said, "By improving
communication between NMPIRG
and the student body, the value of
this organization to the students
and the community at large will
· become obvious."
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Little Feat's new live album Waiting For Columbus, should be the
vehicle to finally give these deserving virtuosos the recognition that has so
long eluded them. It is a double volume of their best material culled from
inspired performances before "audiences you wouldn't believe," as
bandleader Lowell George describes the London and Washington, D.C.
crowds in his liner notes.
The selections run the gamut of Littl~ Feat's various styles, from the
classic funk of "Fat Man In The Bathtub," to the crying-in-your-beer
sentimentality of "Willin.'' Every tune, however, carries with it an unmistakable effervescence, a contagious energy which has become the
band's trademark. As George writes in his liner notes, which 'lire readily
Identifiable as are those stinging slide guitar riffs he's so adept at, "Tight is
right.''
A Feat studio album (they have six) always gave me the feeling of a live
performance, so it's fitting that their genuine concert recording carry that
raw edge the band so consistently plays at. Side One alone is like a Featfunk sampler, with the standards "All That You Dream," "Oh Atlanta,"
"Old Folks' Boogie," and, of course, "Fat Man In The Bathtub.''
Individual stars occasionally shine through in the playing, such as Bill
Payne, playing the best multiple-keyboard boogie since Ray Manzarek, or
percussionist Sam Clayton. Usually, however, it's the group sound,
perhaps characterized by George's slide guitar or Paul Harrer's racy vocals.
If the Feat have been anything in their long career, it's together.
The only downtempo number, so to speak, included on this twin-disc set
is "Willin," the song about truck drivers that Lowell George wrote and
Linda Ronstadt made famous. Aided by some elegant piano from Payne,
George elicits a warm response from the crowd with his sincerity. When he
sings, " ... I'm drunk and dirty, but, don't you know, I'm still... wi//in,' "
you just know he could get it up one more time.
Everyone and his mom likes to compare Little Feat and Steely Dan,
because they're both sarcastic in their lyrics and jazzy in their
arrangements. Live, however, I think it would be a different story. When
Walter Becker and Donald Fagen finally assemble. a group of touring
musicians able to suit their discriminating tastes and hit the road again, we
can compare them. It is live where the two groups' big differences will be
evident. Steely Dan is cool, but the Featsters are hot, as this album so
eloquently shows.

PREGNANT
AND
DISTRESSED?
Reach for hope
call247-9819

Like old wine turned to vinegar,
so did a 1950's musical play turn
into an outdated farce. The Fantasticks, put on by the· UNM
Department pf Music and Theatre
Arts, was an embarrasment in both
amateurish acting talent and in
choice of production.
The story follows the hackneyed
line 6f boy and girl in love; the
fathers plotting marriage and the
ultimate moral saying that the
world is big and evil and it's better
to stay safe and sound within one's
own backyard with a romance that
suffocates. Some things are better
off left in the decade they were
made, like saddle shoes arid eating
goldfish. This play is one of those
things. The Fantasticks has no
place in the 1970's and should have
been allowed at least an original
death.
Reality fell all-to-hard on this
play of dreams and remembrances.
One song is about the acting-out of
a rape of the girl. Never has there
been anything to suggest that rape
is fun. To allow something that
makes fun of a serious crime is in
the poorest taste .

Louise Mendius, played the girl
(or should I say played the girl for a
fool?) Overacting, a strident voice
and an incongruous singing voice
made me wince from my second
row seat..
Sam Sheppardson acted the role
of the boy in a classic example of
bad casting on the part of the
production staff. A 1970's Afro
haircut and hands that wave wildly
around in a futile expression of
emotion does not make the
character of a dreamy young boy in
love in a misty September time.

By JANE QUESNEL
The name Herb Alpert is
beginning to be associated with
consistent excellence, whether in
performance or the recording
industry. In collaboration with
Stewart Levin and Caiphus
Semenya, Alpert has produced
Letla Mbulu's outstanding album,
"Letta."
Singing in English, Xhosa,
Sesotho and Seshangane, Letta
displays an exceptional voice,
firmly controlled and with nicely
developed range. The seven cuts.·
were well chosen to showcase her
vocal abilities and the feeling with
which she sings. Dynamically, there
is no overpowering this lady and
her voice blends with any instrumental combination.
The various African rhythms
employed throughout the selections
add to the color and life of this fine
disc. Recommended cuts include
"Baile Baneso," "Buza (There's a
Light at the End of a Tunnel),"
"Open Up Your Heart" and
"Hareje."
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Sadly enough, it was just his
professionalism that made this
ridiculous play even more flawed.
Jacob's talent shone like a spotlight
over the other, exposing all the
exaggerations and unpolished
techniques.

SPRING ASUNffi
Election Announcement

April 12 9:00-5:00
Polling Ploces:
SUB
La Posada
Geology Bldg.
Civil Engineering Bldg •
Business Center
Nursing Centet
Women's Center

Does a college student really need
life insurance?
No. Not unless your life is important
to someone. Or will be soon. Like if
you're planning on a marriage, a family
and a career.
But not just a policy. You need a
sound program, designed to fit your
pocketbook now and your needs 30
years from now. That's financial planning. Let's talk about the right program
for you. Person to person.

Rob Hnttell
120 Vo.sso..r Dr. S.E.
Albuquerque, N.m. 87106
(505) 255-1613
usouthwesternLife

U

PANCHO ViLLA
TEQUILA
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believcably wicked attitude, a deep, -'
rich baritone voice - a:ll-in-all, a ::0
thoroughly professional flair that i>l
put the rest of the cast to shame.

There was only one shining light
in this production. Jerry Jacobs
stood out as the narrator who eased
the audience through the scenes and
times in the play and also acted the

Lucky LettG
Lett a
LettaMbulu
A&MSP-4688

part of the rascally scoundrel, El
Gallo. Jacobs alone had a

~1911-t&-p~ MIIOice. /jJl 75 yeO!UI.
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FREE BOULDER Wlji!KENP: Tow my VW Van
froin Truth or Consequences to Boulder and [. will
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housing, meals, and hospitali~y.
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YAMAHA CR-1000, Bose 901 series III speakers plus
equalizer, qnd AKAI 6300 10. inch ree·l to reel tape_
deck for just $1000, Contact Brian at 26Sw8478 and
t.fn
leayc message,

8;

pay your round-trip expenses and provide you with

CONTACTS???

can (303) 494-5360

POLISHING &

~a.sey Optical Company. 255-8736

04/13
SOLUTIONS.
·
tfn

ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT contraception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
294-0171.
04/28
HOW LONG CAN IT GO ON?11? Natural Sound
Records and Tapes storewide sale is now in its third
month--the longest sale in the history of New Mexico.
AIJ6.98 list LP's are 3.99, all 7;98 list LP's are 4.89.
Higher list LP's and .all tapes, 1.00 off regular price.

Natural Sound has a h1rge stock of used records and
tapes which are guaranteed against defects, priced at
1,99 up, Bring down your unwanted records and
tapes and trade for cash or new music, Natural Sound
Records & Tapes, 119 Harvard SE, (across from
Hippo Ice Cream), and8019-A Menaul NE.
04/14
GENERAL CINEMA CORP. discount movie tickeH
now available, SUB Box Office, $2.50.
tfn
1ST ANNUAL EVERYTHING must go spring sale-all pipes, tobacco's, paraphernalia, imported
cigarettes, celestial teas, rainbows, incense,
everything up to 40 per cent off at Pipe & Tobacco
Road, 107B Cornel( SE 1 across from UNM, M-F
8:30-6:00, Sat. -i0-5. (Expecting a tax refund? One
dollar puts any pipe on layaway!)
04/10
HAIR-AUDITIONS-SUNDAY 4/9 12:00-7:00 pm
and Monday 4/10 6:30-10:00 pm, 142 E. DeVargas,
Santa Fe. Come and/or ca11983-6644 E-:IAIR. 04/10
GAYS/LESBIAN$; WEAR blue-jeans on April 14
and demonstrate gay pride. Call 268-9240. for information.
04/14
CHAPARRAL TRY-OUTS BEGIN Mond.ay, April
lOth thru Apri[l5th. Meet in Johnson Gymat4:30 by
trophy case.
04/11
STEVE MYER, MARIO ORTIZ-Vote the veterans
for ASUNM senate.
04/12
FOU~ MORE ISSUES Gallagher, and kiss my royitl'
Irish!
04/10
GALLAGHER: LAME DUCK editors never die,
04/11
they get jumped to page six.
MAKE THE SENATE responsible to the students!
Vote NO on ALL ASUNM budget allocations! 04/12
FREE PUPPY. 9 week old female shepherd cross-04/11
call 247·2034 or 243-7123.
HYPERBARIC CHAMBER TOUR!! Scuba Club
members if you plan on going, place name in message
04/12
envelope, Scuba Office before 4/14/78.
HATS! HATS! HATS! Make your own and get a
prize at La Posada's Mad Hatter's Contest, Aprill2,
at 6 pm in dining hall. For information, call Mrs.
04/11
Compton at 277-54lS.
STUDY IN ECUADOR, UNM's Andean Center,
application deadline April 17. Contact Ortega 229,
277-2636.
04/14
MARY SCHWERING--LET'S forget about summer
school and fly to E11gland. Shall we meet at Piccadilly
Circus or would you prcferSoho? Freddie Laker, Jr.
04/14
SAVE MONEY! 10 speed tune-up: S9.SO plus parts.
Personal service, expert repairs, low prices. Tire and
tube sale in progress thru 22 April. Richmond Bicycle
Supply, 102 RichmondNE, 266-1611. Kevin. 04/14
CLASSICAL GUITAR LESSONS Segovia method.
04/14
Beginners welcome. Near UNM. 266-9291.
THE UNM BALLROOM Dance Club is sponsoring a
Spring F'ormal April14, 1978-·8·11 pm. Featuring the
music of the Four Keys and exhibitions by members
of the Ballroom Club. Sl .SO for members. $3.00 for
nc;m-members. In the UNM Main Ballroom. There
will be door prizes and refreshments served.
04/14
UNM BOOKSTORE SALE now in progress. 04/14
SPECIAL DRINK PRICES during happy hour at
Ned':;, Extra Special Drink prices during Very Happy
Hour at Ned's.
04/1 1
"HONOR JS A MISNOMER." THE WAGER starts
04/11
Apri!21.
INFORMED INDIVIDUALS WHO take a tough
stand on the real isstJes.--Vote COALITION. 04/11
TCH ON ASUNM! Pd for by EO.
04/11
ABILITY, INTEGRITY, MATURITY-elect Mimi
Swanson ASUNM president April12. p/b tch. 04/11
M.S.: HE HAD a certain naive charm, but no real
muscle! R.C.
04/11
GOT A SUMMER JOB YET'! Summer job in·
tervicws in Mitchell Hall 214 Today, 4-H-78, 4:00
and 7:00 sharp.
04/11
D.O.C. (DISABLED ON CAMPUS) endorses Ann
Dunphy for ASUNM President.
04/12
WE DESERVE A VOICE iA student government.
Vote Walt Locke for ASUNM Senator.
04/il
NOSEY FLYNN K.M.R.l.A.
04111
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO The World Champion
Pool Player, Ron CJaghorn, a big 21.
04/11

10 SPEED ''ASTRA'' Bicycle lYz years old-excellent condition--plus extras, $65, Call Earl 268. 9949.
04/10

LOST & FOUND

FIND YOURSELF in the Peace Corps, Ortega 233,
277~59p7.

55

FOUND: LEVI JACKET, near Art Dept. Office.
Identify and claim in Art Dept. Rm, 204,
04/12
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR IN UNM Kiva
classroom, two weeks ago. Jdenti_fy. 277.·4034. 04/12
REWARD!! SMALL, BLACK, pregnant (1) Terrier,
lost from Zi_mmerman during Spring-break, 281·5817,
04/12
FOUND: POCKET CALCULATOR. Identify, K;m,
04/10
881-1258.
BLACK LEATHER WALLET taken fr.om black
purse at Taco Villa, Please! Return to mailing address
or leave at Marron Hall Rm. 105. No questions
04/14
asked!

3.

SERVICES

LSAT·MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare Now.
Call PENM 842-5200,
tfn

QA TYPING SERVICE. A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
04/29
scholastic. Char(Ji & tables. 345-2125.
KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM selectric) and
now 3-minutc. Passport Photos. No appointment.
268-8515.
tfn
TYPING 1ST QUALITY. 883-7787.
tfn
ROTOTILLING BY APPOINTMENT. Group rates
04/28
available. Call Tim, 268·6510,
EDITORIAL SERVICE AND writing assistance.
265-1164.
04/10
TYPING·· CALL266.()142.
04/14
NEED HELP WITH Papers? Typing, editing,
revision, research. 21H-3001.
04/10
ACCURATE TYPING BY professional, 242-2266.
04/21
TYPING EXPERIENCED. MANUSCRIPTS,
appraisals, bulletins, engineering, legal, medical, Call
266-4770.
04/14

4.

HOUSING

FURNISHED EFF!Cl ENCY, UTILITIES paid. 1710
04/10
CoalP.l. SE. Call898-1254.
ROOMY I·BDRM FURNISHED apartment, utilities
. 04/10
paid. 116 Harvard SE. Call898·1254.
FOR SALE OR RENT immediate occupancy, 1974
14 X 65 Town and Country mobile home. 2 bedroom,
1 J/4 baths, fully carpeted. 898-7171.
04/13
FEMALE, NON-SMOKER, WANTED to share 2·
bdrm, 2-bath, N. Valley home with sunroom, den,
f.p.$14C.344-6207.
04/14
SUMMER TERM: CANTERBURY Co-op, small t<>ed residence, single room, ki1chen privileges, near
campus, $200.00, '
04/14
AVAILABLE APRIL 15th, furnished one bedroom
duplex apartment with fireplace; block from campus;
$160 with deposit. 293-5602.
04/14
WHAT IS A COLLEGE INN? Excellent food (no
limit). Private and double rooms. Maid service. 303
Ash NE, 243·2881.
04111
STUDENTS: GOING HOME for the summer? Want
to keep your house:? I need OAC from late May to late
August. 877-0277,
04/14
ROOMMATE WANTED. $t08 per month, Call
Bruce at 298-7566 or 294-4363 for info.
04/18
BIKE TO CLASS. Fully carpeted 2-bdrm. Kids, pets,
$115. Call262-1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
04/14
BUY WITH RENT 4·bdrm house. Fenced, kids, pets1
$150. Call262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30 fee.
04/14
3~BLKS TO UNM. Finally furnished 1-bdrm. $2S
utilities paid. Call262-17S1, Valley Rentals, $30 fee,
04/14
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO share 2-bdrm apart•
mcnt S·minutes from UNM, $95/month plus Yi
phone. Laundry. Move in May I st. Call4:00·6:00 pm
weekdays 265-0781.
04/17
ROOMMATE NEEDED: LARGE NE house.
Fireplace, nice neighborhood. SJ63. Prcfer nonsmoker. Must like animals. 298~3296 early AM or Jate
PM.
04/17
MALE, NON-SMOKER, VEGETARIAN, wanted to
share spacious NW Valley home. $125. 898-4321
04/17
evenings.

5.

FORSALE

1967 PLYMOUTH. GOOD WORKING condition,
04/10
4-door, very reasonable, 6614 Central SE,
UNCLAIMED LAY-A-WAY. Tappan microwave
oven, brand neW' browning element, adjustable
shelves. Very small monthly payments, 266-5872.
04/10
SPECIAL 3 DAYS ONLY. Sewing machine and
vacuUm cleaner, clean oil and adjust, $3,95. 2665871,
04/10
SINGER SEWING MACHINE, Eq~ipped to but·
tonhole, monogram, darn, fancy patterns. Pay
$19.00 and take-machine. 268-4393,
04/lO
NBW SANSUI RECEIVER system. Will sacrifice
equity, Turntable, 2 King Kong speakers, cassette,
only I._system. Assume small monthly payments. 266~
5871.
04/10
SONY TRINITRON COLOR. Big screen, tint
controls, new factory warranty, take pver small
monthly payments tiU balance is paid off. 266-5872.
04/10
UNBELIEVABLE 10 YEAR GUARANTEE. Color
teleyision, unclaimed Jay-a-way, automatic, fine
tuning, No down payment, small monthly payments.
04/10
266-4393.
OLD PIANO--HAMILTON, $200, 268-8303, 268·
J "
04/11
0754.
'72 VEGA SEDAN. Excellent condition. Economical
4-spced. $1300. Must sell. Cal1881-2670 affer S pm.
04/11
'72 DATSUN FASTBACK. Top condition. New
tires, batlery, clutch, $1250 or best offer. Must sell.
Cali881-68S2after5pm.
04/11
'72 PLYMOUTH $750. 266-9882.
04/11
1962 PONTIAC STARCHJEF--clean, dependable
04/14
transportation--242-9566.
1973 VW BUG. Excellent mechanical condition.
04/14
Metallic blue. 294-4576.
1964 VOLKSWAGEN. Good transportation. $400,
04/14
277-4795.
RED KIRBY~-ONLY $59 with commercial heavy
duty motor. $5 per month, no interest, new warranty.
268-4394.
04/10
1968 CAMARO RALLYSPORT. Great condition.
04/10
883-4430.
HANG GLIDER, CIRRUS 3, 140 bag, applied
leading edges, inverted struts, excellent condition.
836-0134 after 5:30 or weekends.
04/12
72 TOYOTA 4-DOOR WAGON, 4-c)'l, 4 speed,
overhauled, economical, dependable, nice car, $1775.
04/10
345-5138.
PIONEER CS 99A SPEAKERS, like new. $220/pr,
255-2274, 294·3416.
04/13
'74 TR-6 $3500. 243-4601.
04/17
BLUE 1970 MAZDA wagon. 4 cyl., 4-speed, mag.
rims, side pipes, stereo. Looks and runs sharp. Must
sell, $750. Call898-3804 evenings.
04/17
BSA THUNDERBOLT. 650 cc., all chrome, new
front endi good tires, brakes. Runs great. Asking
$600. 255·2921.
04/14
PIONEER SX535 RECCIVER, like neW $15.00. 883·
04/12
6052.

6.

EMPLOYMENT

LIVE-IN AIDE for young handicap women. Female
preferred. Call after S:30 pm. Basically evening and
weekend work. Must drive. Call821-7735.
Ui111
OVERSEAS JOBS--SUMMER/Year-round. Europe,
S. America, Australia, Asia, etc. All fields, S!i00$1200 monthly, expenses paid, sightseeing. Free
i9-formation··Write: BHP Co., Box 4490, Dept. NB,

Berkely, Ca, 94704,
04/28
EARN $50 A DAY making deliveries. Must have car,
must be outgoing. Call· Micah at 883~8182.
04/10
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER. OPINION surveys,
parl time: no experience necessary. Will train;
students/non~students; interviews to be held April
13,14; C,!lll Urban Observatory 277-5638 for appointment,
04/11
ALL INDIAN PUEBLO Couneillnc.: DIRECTOR-groul_l home, MA GUidance& Counseling, experience
in programmatic planning, supervision, implementation, leadership and coordination,
STl1DENT ADVISOR-two positions. One~ full· time,
one part-time. Third year college students ·ar compa,rable experience. HOUSEPARENTS~-One married
couple and r~lief houseParent part~time. BA in So1;ial
Science or comparable el(perienc~. FOR ALL THESE
POSITIONS, experience in effective interpersonal
relationships pieferably with Natvie American Yout,h
is desirable. Send resume to Personnel Dept., All
~ndian Pueblo Council rnc,, 1015 Indian School Rd.
NW, Albuquerque, New Mexico 87197. Deadline,
Aprill4.
04111
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT. C!MARRONCITA
Boys Camp interviewing for counselors. Postions
available to men with experience in Arts & Crafts, or

N.R.A. Riflery, For further lnform'ation, call Bill
3:30 to 5:30, 266-4137.
04/10

7.

TRAVEL

OUR CHARTERS MAKE cents. lntercontinental

Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE. 265-9860.
04/14
BR[TRAIL PASSES, EURAIL passes, !lnd
European summer event schedules available at
Intercontinental Travel Centre, 107 Girard SE. 25_56830,
. 04/14

8.

MISCELLANEOUS

CUSTOM DESIGNED ENGAGEMENT and
Wedding rings, jeWelry for all occasions. 344-6470
04/24
after 6 pm •. Gary Abeyta.
SOLAR POWER PRODUCTS for home or business,
Call Mark at ALPHA Systems,_255-3367, TODAY.
04/20
SINGER FUTURA TOP of the Line. Slightly used
but still under warranty. Push button bobbin-winder
blind hems, has hundreds of fancy stitches. Regular!;
$BOO, now $1 SO cash. 296-5115.
04/10

TDDAY'S .CBDSSI.DRD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Pronoun
5 Turkish
leaders
t 0 Run over
14 Vagrant
15 Pandemonium
16 Ribbon:
Comb. form
17 Vulgar: 3
words
19 Slrong
water current
20 Western
homesteader
21 Surmount
22 Declare
positively
23 Severity of
judgment
25 Falsehood
26 Circulate
30 Impair
31 Completion
34 "----'-Irish
ROse'~

36 Edge along
furtively
38 ---Angeles
39 Existing at
the same
time
42 CGS unit
43 Belgian province
44 Meaning
45 Gorges
4 7 Sneaky one
49 Wind inslrumenl

50--- Pal mas
51 Animal
handler
53 House foundation
55 Invigorate
56 Lined w1lh
mother-ofpearl
61 Coil
62 Wharton litie: 2 words
64 Qualified
65 Sharp ridge
66 Muslim
prince
67 Tunisian
rulers
68 Less usual
69 Floor coverings

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Monday's Puzzle Solved:
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ing: 2 words
1 2 Formerly
13 Look
18--- Tag: The
1 Svelle
day: Ger.
2 Give an
24 Qu~bec
edge to
peninsula
3 Flows back 25 Cha_rges
4 Castle's
agamst
prolection
property
5 N. Ireland
26 Long steps
county
27 S~rub, as a
6 Former Porfltghl
luguese col- 28 Rarely
ony
29 Prescribe
S
.
7 Studenl of
31 , lale: A~br.
the past
32 Suckmg tn8 Actress
secl
Mary·---33 Chariot of
9 Leak
old
10 Draw tight
35 Egos
11 Stop pester- 37 Goal
DOWN

M0
G
AA I S
NG S I NC
AS
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E R R

N
E
E
M
S

40 Wrong:
Prefix
41 Ever: Poet.
46 Legendary
stories
48 $10. bill
51 Tri, plus one
52 UK defense
force: Abbr.
53 Crust on a
wound
54 Apply
.
grease. lnformal
55Pome
,. 7 Crowd
"'
58 Eternal clly
59 Send forlh
60 German artlcles
63 Had a meal

A program for those persons planning
to re..,nter the job market as well as
people who arc entering the business
world for the first time.
THURSDAY, APRIL 13
Albuquerque f'cdcral Savings &

Loan Institution
The Statesman's Club of New Mexico
6400 Uptown Blvd., NE
Albuquerque
8:30 am - 12 noon
For Reservations Qz/1: 265-5881

PEUGEOT BICYCLES SALES, service, accessories,
JJ Moped, 3222 Central SE, 268·3949.
04/14
OUTSTANDING PRICES ON Maxell C·90 blank
cassettes! UD: $3.2S. UOXL: $4. Minimum 6.
Firefly, 256-1495.
04/17

Want AdS say it
in a Big Waylt

Classified Advertising Rates
15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
Hours: 8:30A.M. to 4:30P.M.
Monday thru Friday

Enclosed $._____ Placed by ------Telephone'-------

Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of·New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
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Mexico

The ASUNM genera/election
is today. A valid UNM J.D. must
be presented at the polls before
a student may vote.

DAILY.
Wednesday, April 12, 1978
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Mental Patients'Walking Away'
By BILL ROBERTSON
LOBO Staff Writer

By D. M. FLYNN
LOBO News Editor

Ne\N Mexico Daily Lobo

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

walkaways return to the center
under their own free will, the source
said.
"Many people are here voluntarily," Dr. Summers said. "They
are free to go if they want to. Even
those· in-patients held under court
order aren't locked up,"

Almost half of the students on
campus read an entire article in the
LOBO and more than half said they
were satisfied with the paper, a
survey of 210 students taken by the
Office of Research and Consumer
Afrairs showed.
While less than one percent of the
students never read an article in its
entirety, I he survey showed 49.3 per
cent read them daily, 26.5 per cent.
· between two and three times a
week, 16.4 per cent once a week and
5.5 per cent on a monthly basis.
More students (19.7 per cent)
said they were interested most in the
LOBO editorials and opinion.
World News was the second most
popular section with 15.8 per cent,
followed by campus activities
(13.4), local news (11.9), arts
(11.8), cartoons (11.0) sports (9.8)
and advertisements (6.5),
Slightly more lhan 20 per cent of
the students polled said they wanted
to see the LOBO expand its
coverage of campus activities, while
more than 32 per cent said they
wanted the LOBO to expand its
world news and editorial section.
When asked what they thought
was the primary function of the
LOBO, the results showed 88
persons said, "To. keep persons
informed of current events." The
reporting of campus related news
was the response given by 56
persons, while one student said
"provide a liner for cat litter
boxes."
As to changes that should be
made in the LOBO, 21 people said
there should be more information
on
campus
events
and
organizations, l8 said the paper
should be more student oriented, 15
said it should be bigger and 10 said
it should have better quality
writing.
Other suggestions included firing
the editor and arts editor, be more

The 1976-77 interim supplement
to the New Mexico Statutes, section
34-2A-12, states:" Any client
voluntarily admitted to residential
treatment, or habilitation (therapy)
shall have the right to immediate
discharge from the residential
facility upcin request, unless the
director of the facility or a
physician determines that the client
requires continued confinement
and meets the criteria for involuntary residential treatment or
habilitation under the code."

..

photo. by fTkuk 'Sch~;yf,.,

Bernalillo County Mental Health Center - "i.rs not a jail."
strange," he said, "but in general
they're harmless."
A source close to the UNM
Police -Department confirmed the
occurrence of about three
walkaways a week from the Mental
Health Center. The staff at the

.Poll Shows Students
Satisfied With LOBO

Going back to work?
We want to help.

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Me:rko Daily
Lobo
times(s) beginning
, under. the heading
(circle one): 1. Penonals;
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
-+. Housing;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8, MisceDaneow.

.

Approximately three in-patients
a week "walk away" from the
Bernalillo County Mental Health
Center, saicl Dr. Clarke Summers,
the in-patient coordinator at the
center.
"We don't really consider it a
serious problem," Dr. Summers
said. "Seventy-five per cent of our
in-patients here are kept in an 'open
ward' setting - that is, they are
free to roam the building and the
grounds.
"Anyone judged to be dangerous
to themselves or others is locked
up,"
the pyschiatrist said.
Occasionally as many as a third of
the patients are kept in this fashion,
he said.
"We aren't a jail," Dr. Summers
explained.
"To
eliminate
, walkaways we'd have to restrict the
patients' freedom severely. We
consider the therapeutic benefits of
their freedom of movement to
outweigh the dangers of their
walking away."
The "dangers" of walkaways are
mininal, Dr. Summers, said. "They
may appear dangerous or act a little

s c ANs
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senous, color photographs, fewer
dead issues and more attention to
minority issues.
A majority of the students polled
(42.3 per cent) said they thought the
LOBO should not become self
sufficient and rely on advertising
for their funds, while 38.8 per cent
said it should and 18:9 per cent
were undecided.
More than three-quarters of
those polled said the LOBO should
continue to receive revenue from
ASUNM as well as advertising, 11.9
per cent said no and I 0.9 were
undecided.

center, usually numbering 8-10 in
the evenings, when walkaways are
most common, will immediately
notify campus police when they
discover a patient missing. "They
(the center staft) are usually pretty
quick," the source said, "but

sometimes they don't know how
long the patient has been missing."
UNM Police, when notified of a
walkaway, will patrol the immediate vicinity or the center,
which is just north of the Bernalillo
County Medical Center. Many

The center's capacity is 44
patients. The "intensive care" unit,
or the locked ward, can hold six.
The average length of stay at the
center is 10 days. Dr. Summers
said, "Since the new year began
we've had (an average of) more
. than 40 patients held almost
• continuously. It's too crowded."

Major issu('s facing Southwestern Indian tribes will be the focus of
workshops and speakers during the annul "Nizhoni Days"
celebration Apri\12-15 at UNM.
Sponsored by the Kiva Club, Nizhoni Days has traditionally emphasized entertainment and an arts and crafts fair. The crafts show
and sale will be included again this year, but that's not the main
purpose of the event, said Kiva Club council member Lisa Chavez.
"Because the nation's Indian tribes are once again faced with
termination," Chavez said, "we feel we should use Nizhoni Days as a
forum for better understanding of the unique cultural and political
standing which Indian people in America have."
A major activity of the four day event will be a panel of tribal
chairmen and representatives April14, Chavez said. The panel, to be
held at 6 p.m. in Room 101 of Woodward Hall, will feature Mescalero
Apache chairman Wendell Chino, All Indian Pueblo Council
Chairman Delfin Lovato, Navajo vice-chairman Wilson Skeet and
Jicarilla Apache vice-chairman Dale Vigii.
"The chairmen will present a statement on the position of the tribes
in relation to state and federal governments," Chavez said. "They will
also talk about how they intend to deal with state and federal
governments in the future." Other events will include workshops, an
arts and crafts show, a basketball tournament and a dance.

Regional
Issues
Focus of
Nizhoni
Days
ANN E. DUNPHY

.

ASUNM President

Student
Elections
Today

~

The ASUNM general election
will be held today. Students will be
voting on president, vice president,
senate, six constitutional amendments and the 1978-79 budget.
Voting machines will be located
at La Posada dining hall, Student
Union Building, Geplogy, Civil
Center,
Engineering,
Business
Nursing Center and the Women's
Center.
Any full-time (ca1.-ying 12 or
more hours) undergraduate student
is elibible to vote. Part-time
:.tudents who have paid their activity fcc are aho eligible. A UNM
student J.D. must he presented at
the polling places in order to vole.
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